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What a gig, eh! How could life get any better than the moment 
when you’ve taken the decision to launch a whisky magazine and 
it becomes clear that a lot of fi eldwork will be required over the 
coming months if you are to make a success of editing Scotland’s 
newest whisky magazine.   

And make no mistake, producing Cask & Still has involved a 
good deal of hard work, although rarely has a publishing team ever 
been quite so keen to get stuck in. Sometimes that has involved some 
epic tastings, sessions in which, after years of prevarication, I fi nally 
honed down my personal favourite malts to Glenfarclas 40 year old 
for (very) special occasions and Auchentoshan’s triple-distilled 12 
year old for casual drams. 

But more often than not it has involved many hours chatting 
to whisky punters plus a huge array of people within the industry 
to ensure that we didn’t produce what one distiller pal called ‘yet 
another one of those bloody boring geekfest whisky magazines’. 

I’ll leave it to you to gauge whether we’ve got that balance right, 
but we’ve tried to stay away from the usual suspect subjects. We’ve 
attempted to inform without lecturing, amuse without being trite. 

I’d also like to say a few words of thanks 
to those retailers who are distributing 
this inaugural issue of Cask & Still to 
their customers. A dozen of them kindly 
recommended their three favourite drams 
in their chosen category,  and then provided 
pithy tasting notes to inform that decision. 

But above all thank you for taking the 
time to read. I genuinely hope that we’ve hit 
the mark, but whether we have or haven’t, 
don’t hold back, please just tell us exactly 
what you think – we welcome all feedback.

EDITOR Richard Bath

EDITOR
From the

www.caskandstillmagazine.comcask and still

Contributers
BLAIR BOWMAN 
Our contributing editor is 
also the founder of World 
Whisky Day and whisky 
columnist for Scottish 
Field. His contribution to 
this issue is an excellent 
piece on whisky blogging 
plus his Bluffer’s Guide to 
nosing uisge beatha. 

DR BROOKE MAGNANTI 
The Ardnamurchan-
based blogger became 
an internationally famous 
writer using the alias 
Belle de Jour, and is not 
only a whisky fanatic, 
but one of the country’s 
most knowledgeable and 
readable gin aficionados.
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SELF EXPRESSION  
Award-winning distillery BenRiach last 
month launched a special 10yo single 
malt. The whisky is the first core 

range expression to be produced 
predominantly from spirit distilled 
under The BenRiach Distillery 
Company’s 11-year ownership, 
following its acquisition from 
Chivas Brothers in April 2004. 
The whisky displays all the 
traditional charm of a Speyside 
distillery, capturing warm 
oak spices, green apple, 
dried apricots, peach and 
banana, with subtle touches 
of aniseed, lemon zest and 
barley.
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GLENMORANGIE GOLD
The Glenmorangie Company is celebrating 

after winning four double gold medals 
at the 2015 San Francisco World Spirits 
Competition and two awards at this 
year’s World Whiskies Awards in 
London. Glenmorangie Original, the 
10-year-old single malt Glenmorangie 
flagship expression, emerged as a 
double gold medal winner in San 
Francisco, which was judged by 
a panel of experts.
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JEWEL IN THE CROWN
Good whisky is no longer hard to find in 
Birmingham following the opening of the Hard 
To Find Whisky shop in the Jewellery Quarter. 
Founder Jason Kirby has been an avid whisky 
collector for years and seeing a gap in the rare 
and collectable whisky market he launched Hard 
To Find Whisky online more than three years 
ago, opening his bricks-and-mortar store last 
October. One of the store’s unique attractions is 
its 14 masterclass menus, from a beginner’s class 
to a masterclass in the rarest and most wanted 
whiskies, including samples of a £3,000 Port 
Ellen and a £4,000 Macallan. The classes are 
available all day, every day, on a drop-in basis.

SPORTY SPEYSIDE
Former England footballer, Michael Owen 
visited Speyside Distillery during the Spirit of 
Speyside Whisky Festival. Owen is a global 
ambassador of the SPEY whisky brand and 
was there to experience the distillery’s doors 
opening to the festival for the first time. ‘There 
has been a real buzz about the distillery today 
and I have really enjoyed meeting people who 
have come from all over the world to enjoy the 
festival,’ commented Owen.

S&

@caskandstillmag

FOLLOW US FOR ALL 
THE LATEST NEWS:
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LIVING THE DREAM
A couple who are lifelong fans of the film 
Whisky Galore! have bought the only post 
office on the remote Hebridean island of 
Barra, where the film was shot. Chris and 
Diane Dillerstone, from North Yorkshire, had 
been holidaying in the Highlands for years, 
with Diane first visiting Barra 30 years ago 
after watching the film. When Chris, formerly 
an accountant, was made redundant last 
year the pair decided to start their own 
business. A search of post offices for sale 
revealed that the Castlebay branch was 
on the market and after visiting the island 
in July 2014 to view the post office they 
bought it and moved to Barra in December. 
The couple plan to convert unused shop 
space into a tearoom – named Macroons 
after the postmaster in Whisky Galore!  

NEW
EXPRESSIONS

RARE FIND
Lady of the Glen, 
a relatively new 
independent bottler of 
high-quality rare whisky, 
based in Inverkeithing, 
Fife, plans to launch 
two new releases in 
November. Managing 
director Gregor 
Hannah, 27, has sold 
and exported around 
700 bottles in the past 
two years and normally 
releases only one batch 
of limited-edition whisky 
every three months, a 
number of which are 
from distilleries which 
no longer operate. For 
more information visit 
www.ladyoftheglen.com

FABULOUS FIVE
As part of the year of Food and Drink Scotland 2015, VisitScotland 
has produced The Land of Whisky series of guides for the five whisky-
producing regions of Scotland. With full listings for all the whisky 
distilleries in Scotland, including information on visitor opening hours 
and nearby attractions, down to details of each distillery’s signature 
expressions, enthusiasts and visitors should find these guides an 
indispensable starting point to find out more about each region. 

RARE FIND

The Land  
of Whisky
A visitor guide to one of 

Scotland’s five whisky regions.

Islay Lowland

The Land 
of Whisky
A visitor guide to one of 

Scotland’s five whisky regions. Speyside

The Land  
of Whisky
A visitor guide to one of 
Scotland’s five whisky regions.

The Land 
of Whisky
A visitor guide to one of Scotland’s five whisky regions.

Highland Campbeltown

The Land 
of Whisky
A visitor guide to one of Scotland’s five whisky regions.

HIGHLAND PARK 
ODIN
16-year-old single malt
55.8% ABV, RRP £180
This whisky strikes a 
balance between the 
god and the distillery’s 
signature Orcadian 

style – sweet and gentle 
smoky peat aromas.

HEDONISM 
QUINDECIMUS

Blended grain
46% ABV, RRP £128
Compass Box 
celebrates its 15th 
anniversary with the 

launch of this highly 
collectable whisky – a 

blend of five separate 
parcels of aged grain whisky.

GLENDRONACH 
CASK STRENGTH 

BATCH 4
Highland single malt
54.7% ABV, RRP £55.99
Unveiled in April, this  
whisky is a delicious, 
creamy sherry bomb 

that explodes on the 
palate with dark fruit, 

ginger and oak to the fore.

JURA 1984 VINTAGE
Limited edition malt

44% ABV, RRP £750
Inspired by George 
Orwell’s novel, 1984, 
which was written on 
Jura, there are only 

1,984 numbered bottles 
available. It has been 

described as a ‘rare and 
richly aromatic malt’.
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WIDDER BAR, ZURICH
The Widder Bar, in the Widder Hotel, 
Zurich, offers over 1,000 bottles of spirit in 
its ‘Spirits Library’, including more than 250 
different types of single malt whisky, and 
is famous for its regular jazz programme, 
featuring international artists, during the 
winter months. 

widderhotel.ch/widder-bar

8  | Whisky bars of the world
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Exports of Scotch whisky 
earn £135 per second

£135

Source: Scotch Whisky Association, figures for 2014     www.scotch-whisky.org.uk

If the bottles were laid end to 
end, Scotch whisky exports 
would stretch for more than 

30,000km – over six times 
the distance between 

Edinburgh and New York

30,000km

Exports of Scotch whisky 
generate £3.95 billion each year

£3.95b distilleries  
are licensed  
to produce  
Scotch whisky

Impress your friends with these facts and figures 

38
bottles shipped 
overseas each 

second

99
cases of Scotch whisky 

were exported  
worldwide in 2014

MILLION

115
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Can you remember your first 
whisky? 
When I was about 14 or 15, I sneaked 
into the drinks cabinet when my parents 
were away and drank some of my 
father’s Haig Dimple. It was disgusting! 
I absolutely hated it, and for many years 
brandy was my short of choice.  

What made you become a 
whisky drinker? 
When you are younger, you drink to get 

drunk . It was only in my forties that I 
really started to drink whisky as a more 
refl ective experience. It is my wind-
down drink. I’ll take 45 minutes over 
one drink and really enjoy it. I now have 
21 malts in my own drinks cabinet . 

What do you enjoy about 
whisky? 
I love the colours of malt. I used to put 
four or fi ve bottles on our front room 
piano , backlit for maximum effect. The 

bottles seem so alluring,  promising 
elegant Scottish delight.

Peaty or crisp and clean? 
My favourites are the Islay single malts. 
My wife Shelagh  says they taste like 
TCP and enjoys something much more 
smooth, like Dalwhinnie. But I enjoy the 
smoky beach bonfi re taste. 

Favourite whisky? 
Lagavulin is my present favourite, it has 

Fife acting legend Clive 
Russell – aka Brynden 
‘Blackfish’ Tully from 
Game of Thrones – 
shares his finest whisky 
ramblings with us
Interview by Louise GrayDRAM

Me & my
DRAM
Me & my
DRAM
Me & my
DRAM

12  | Me and my dram
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just the right amount of smokiness and 
that beach bonfire taste. I live by the sea 
– I love the wind, the dunes, the waves 
– so enjoy anything that reflects that 
landscape. I like to learn about different 
kinds of whiskies from chatting to my 
friends and trying different malts. 

When do you most like 
drinking whisky? 
I’ll offer anyone who comes to dinner a 
whisky and have one with friends. On 
Game of Thrones, or any other set, you 
sometimes sit down for a whisky with 
other actors. It is always very welcome 
to have a late-night whisky, but I also 
delight in late evening solitary reflection 
as much as convivial company.

Mixers – are you a water, ice 
or ginger ale sort of a guy? 
I used to drink whisky straight, but 
a friend who runs a distillery has 

educated me. I now forsake the delights 
of a ‘hit’ for a water drop-induced slow 
release through my entire being. 

Favourite watering hole in 
Fife and further abroad? 
I play a lot of golf [he has a 4.8 
handicap] and I like to visit the Dundee 

Contemporary Arts Centre and The 
Picture House in St Andrews, as well 
as local pubs – though people will still 
take the mick out of my appearance as 
a ‘Big Man’ in Still Game. The Haven in 
Cellardyke, where I live, is a lovely little 

watering hole. The best place abroad 
was the verandah of The Victoria Falls 
Hotel in the late evening of July 1991, 
watching the sunset through the 600-
foot high spray off the falls half a mile 
away with a generous glass of Jura.

Best distillery visited? 
I recently filmed scenes for Ripper 
Street in an old distillery in Ireland. It 
was a beautiful building. I was brought 
up in Fife but I am beginning to explore 
the West Coast’s stunning landscape. 

Your whisky bugbear? 
I hate it when people drink malt whisky 
like beer and become roaring drunk – 
though I’ll make no recriminations. I 
think whisky is a ritual to be savoured. 
It should be like taking down a novel 
to read a favourite passage or a poem. 
Malt, sipped gently, reveals measured, 
sober truths. 

My favourite are the 
Islay single malts. 
I enjoy the smoky 

beach bonfire taste
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Pictured: Robbie Reid in his workshop

Amid an explosion of 
new distilleries, many 
of them small artisan 
affairs, we asked six 
men who are taking 
the plunge the obvious 
question – why?

Written by 
Richard Bath

14  | New Kids on the Block
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From Left to right: Liam Hughes, Doug 
Clement, Iain Stirling, Drew McKenzie-
Smith, Brian Robinson and Paul Miller.
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ollowing last year’s 
decline in global sales 

the worldwide bull market 
in whisky looks as if it may 

have stalled, yet the industry still 
resounds with reassuringly bullish 

sentiment. Not only are big companies such 
as Diageo and Pernod Ricard investing heavily 
for the long term, but their more measured 
activity is as nothing compared to the frenetic 
maelstrom of movement at the artisan end of the 
whisky spectrum. 

The whisky rumour mill constantly churns 
with news of private individuals and companies 
looking for investment, and at a time when the 
world’s stock markets and banks are providing 
miserable returns, there is no shortage of 
investors willing to take a punt on a premium 
spirit being produced in a safe-haven economy.

At Cask & Still we undertook a completely 
unscientifi c straw poll to try and determine how 
many start-ups there are at the boutique end of 
the market. As well as the six newcomers that 
we’ve profi led here plus the six in the panel on 
page 23, we found well over a dozen projects 
that are either up-and-running or which have a 
realistic chance of securing the relatively modest 
investment they are seeking. 

Every day brings a new raft of prospective 
distillers. Just last week a colleague was 
recounting the tale of two sisters near Ullapool 
who have a fantastic USP for their potential 
distillery. And nor is a far-fl ung location, or 
isolation from distilling hotspots of Islay, 
Speyside or Campbeltown, any longer a bar to 
entry. Okay, the six distilleries we’ve profi led 
here are all within the central belt, or in easy 
reach of it, but to judge by the list of potential 
new distilleries being constructed or touted, the 
geographical centrality of the artisan distillers 
we’ve interviewed is actually fairly unusual. 

The list of would-be distillers we uncovered 
includes a slew of projects in the Borders, and a 
succession of distilleries in virtually every island 
in the Hebrides, plus Shetland and Orkney. And 
why not – the recent success of Anthony Wills’ 
Kilchoman distillery on Islay has whetted the 
appetite of the previously-reticent, while recent 
ventures such as Abhainn Dearg on Lewis and 
Adelphi’s Ardnamurchan operation have proved 
that distilleries in even the remotest locations 
can be viable.  

With micro-distilling pioneers such as 
Australian Bill Lark, who was heavily involved in 
the early days of Kingsbarns, drastically reducing 
the price of starting a distillery, it’s never been 
easier to enter the world of whisky. High prices 
for good single malts and an availability of 
investment cash have stoked the rush to distil. 

There are problems, however, and some of 
them present quite extreme challenges. One 
established distiller I know spoke in dark terms 
of a periodic shortage of casks and barrels that 
could completely fl oor unsuspecting novices. 
And the big companies which have been relaxed 
about relatively tiny competitors piggy-backing 
on their work in lucrative overseas markets may 
now be revising that laissez-faire approach as 
their own brands come under intense pressure. 

For canny craft distillers there are ways 
around all of these issues. Ballindalloch, for 
instance, are rumoured to have raised 30% of 
their capital from Diageo; if true, this would 
allow them to tap into the multinational’s vast 
network. Another distiller who recently started 
production was offered investment from both 
Chinese and Russian parties and chose the 
former because he would have a natural partner 
for exporting to Asia. Others have eased cash 
fl ow issues by doubling up on gin and vodka (or, 
in the case of Lindores, their own spirit).

Yet no matter their size or modus operandi, 
all of the artisan distilleries now rushing into the 
market have one thing in common: they are all 
whisky enthusiasts who are determined to live 
the dream. All power to their elbow!  

16  | New Kids on the Block
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The whisky rumour mill 
constantly churns with 

news of individuals 
and companies seeking 
investment to start up a 

new distillery
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BALLINDALLOCH, SPEYSIDE
BRIAN ROBINSON, DISTILLERY HOST

The genesis of Ballindalloch arose from a conversation between Mr Russell 
– whose wife is Lady Laird of Ballindalloch Castle – and Richard Forsyth, 
who is one of the world’s leading suppliers of distillation equipment. 
Richard plays at Ballindalloch Castle Golf Club and around three years ago 
he suggested putting a distillery in our derelict 19th-century farm steading .

The family has a history in whisky in that Guy Macpherson-Grant’ s 
great, great grandfather Sir George Macpherson-Grant was one of the 
founding partners that built Cragganmore Distillery and the original 
Speyside Distillery  at Kingussie . So  distilling is part of the Macpherson-
Grant DNA and it seemed like a natural evolution for the estate.

The distillery is being backed by the family and there was a Government 
grant, which  went a long way to making it a viable proposition.

For us it was important that we set out to be solely a classic Speyside 
malt whisky distillery. There was never any proposition about gin or vodka . 
Part of the thinking behind that is that it needed to be in keeping with the 
rest of the estate and it meant that we could build something that will give 
us credibility and identity in the long-term. 

In August 2012, former Cardhu, Glenkinchie and Talisker distiller 
Charlie Smith got involved to help get the project up and running.  He 

helped develop the look and feel of the distillery. 
Even from that early stage, the commitment to 
malt whisky was absolute .

Because we have set out to be a premium, 
single malt Scotch whisky and will be waiting 
for around eight to ten years before we bottle, 
initially we are selling a handful – and really I do 
mean a handful – of private casks, but we won’t 
be offering a young spirit and we won’t do a 
three-year-old. It’s a question of holding out until 
we get to a stage where we believe the whisky is 
ready. As such, I would imagine the people we 
will be selling to will be fairly discerning .

We began on 22 September last year and 
at the moment we are using a range of casks to 

give ourselves as many options as possible 
when it comes to mature stock. So, 

currently we’re using fi rst and refi ll 
Bourbon barrels, fi rst and refi ll 

Hogsheads, and fi rst fi ll sherry 
butts. As time evolves, we may 
use different cask types, but at 
the moment it’s just a case of 
building robust levels of stock to 
give as many options as possible 

when we come to bottling.
From an awareness perspective, 

our visitor centre is very important. 
Given that we are going to be waiting 

as long as we are for a mature product, the 
experiential side of what we’re offering will be key. 
Our tours will be by appointment only, and will 
be smaller, more intimate and more relaxed than 
those offered by the larger distilleries. I also have 
to ensure that we mirror the kind of welcome 
guests get at the castle, so the visitor centre is built 
and operates to the highest possible standard. 
Tel: 01807 500331;
www.ballindallochdistillery.com

LINDORES ABBEY, FIFE
DREW MCKENZIE SMITH, FOUNDER & 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 

Lindores Abbey itself has been in my family for 101 
years and around 15 years ago I happened to be 
looking at a website describing all the best things 

Distilling gin and vodka was 
rejected, says Brian Robinson. 

For us it was 
important that we set 
out to be solely a malt 

whisky distillery
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about Scotland and in the whisky section the name 
Lindores Abbey jumped out at me. The reason 
the abbey was mentioned was that historians had 
unearthed a tiny entry in the Exchequer rolls of 
1494, which is the earliest written evidence of 
Scotch whisky production in Scotland, and it is 
attributed to Friar John Cor, who was a monk at 
Lindores Abbey. It was a lightbulb moment.

My wife and I ran Glenmorangie House 
at the time and had a lot of friends within the 
company, so we had quite a number of high-
level discussions with a view to creating a small 
distillery. The industry was in a different place 
then and so the idea got mothballed, but about 
two years ago I got a phone call out of the blue 
from Ken Robertson, a friend at Diageo, who 
had been hugely supportive previously. He said: 
‘Drew, what are you doing about Lindores?’ So I 
thought it’s now or never. 

Very quickly I managed to get a lot 
of vocal support from within the 
industry and from various bodies, 
including Business Gateway 
Fife, who helped me carry out a 
feasibility study. But before we 
actually went to the market, we 
had attracted enough serious 
interest to narrow it down to 
a few preferred investors. The 
negotiations took about a year and 
a half,  but they’re seriously keen on 
whisky and are in it for absolutely the 
right reasons. Lindores is too important 
to go in to partnership with people you don’t 
feel comfortable with – after all, it’s my family 
home and a long-term venture. The beauty for 
us is that we have what remains of Lindores 
Abbey in the middle of our land – the abbey is a 
very pretty ruin. It was ‘reformed’ by John Knox  
and his followers but has an important history 
regardless of having the USP of being recognised 
as the ‘Spiritual Home of Scotch Whisky’. We’re 
having a lot of discussions with Dr Jim Swan, our 
lead consultant. Jim’s expertise in production and 
maturation, coupled with stills from Forsyth’s, 
will enable us to produce a world-class Lowland 
single malt. Though we’re having lots of fun 
discussing our core product, we’ve a while to 
nail that down. We will be using sherry casks 

and bourbon casks – we may end up using more sherry than most when 
we start. They are far more expensive, but we’re unashamedly aiming for  a 
very high-quality single malt made with barley grown in the family fi elds 
that surround the abbey and distillery, and with water drawn from the ‘holy 
burn’ and a borehole situated within the original walls of the old abbey. We 
have an authenticity, provenance and history no-one can match. 

Before we’ve got whisky for sale, which could be in about six to seven 
years, we’re working on product development in conjunction with Heriot-
Watt. We have long lists of herbs and fruits that grow at Lindores now and 
grew here in the fi fteenth century, so we want to bring out a spirit that is 
authentic, drinkable and will be produced before and alongside the whisky.

Tourism is also important to our plans. For hundreds of years Fife has 
been the home of golf, but we want to raise Fife’s game and be part of  a Fife 
whisky trail that will draw people to the area. We are lucky to have a very 
old wooden barn that we hope to have up and running by June so people 
can come to look at the plans, read about the story and visit the abbey. 
Cultural tourism such as history, genealogy, whisky and gardens is the 
biggest growing tourism sector, and we tick all the boxes, but my priority 

is to be true to my promise to Jim, which is to produce a 
fantastic single malt worthy of the name Lindores.

Tel: 01337 929119;
www.thelindoresdistillery.com

Drew McKenzie Smith is 
custodian of the abbey.

Lindores Abbey 
itself has been in the 
family for 101 years
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produced at the distillery which was built on Dundas Hill, just outside 
Glasgow, in 1770. It was one of the oldest distilleries in Scotland and was 
demolished in 1903. It used water brought from Loch Katrine by horse and 
cart. Our water also comes from Loch Katrine. 

I love all whisky, but if you had to nail me to a favourite, I would say 
Macallan. So the taste profi le will be modelled on a Speyside whisky, but 
because of the water we use we hope it will be a Glasgow metropolitan 
whisky that hasn’t been made this way for 112 years. We haven’t decided 
what the whisky will be called or how much it will cost to buy, although 
we have plenty of ideas. We have the luxury of a few years to think about it 
and, like a good whisky; these are decisions not to be rushed. 
www.glasgowdistillery.com

GLASGOW DISTILLERY
LIAM HUGHES, CEO & CO-FOUNDER

We found the perfect site for the Glasgow 
Distillery two and a half years ago. It’s an 
old warehouse just outside the city centre, in 
Hillington. Glasgow hasn’t had a new malt 
whisky distillery for more than 100 years, so we 
found a place that we could get up and running 
relatively quickly.

There’s no visitor centre and it’s not open 
to the public, it’s a working site modelled on 
the Brooklyn Distillery in Manhattan. From the 
outside you wouldn’t know there was a distillery 
in there, until you open the doors and are hit 
with this amazing wall of copper and steel. 

We have two stills, named Tara after my 
daughter and Mhairi after one of the other 
director’s daughters. The stills are almost 
as beautiful as the girls. We frequently fi nd 
ourselves standing around staring at them 
and then thinking ‘oh gosh, we’d maybe 
better go and do some work!’ I’m not 
sure if whisky stills are all female, a 
bit like ships, but that’s what we’re 
telling our sons! 

My background is in the 
drinks industry. I’ve worked 
with beer, cider, spirits and 
on the import and export side. 
For the past 14 years I’ve run my 
own business providing brand 
ambassadors and sales people for 
some of the big drinks companies, such as 
Pernod Ricard and Heineken. That propelled 
me into this project; I saw the opportunity and 
took it. 

We launched Glasgow’s fi rst gin, Makar Gin, 
in October last year and we started laying down 
our fi rst whisky casks in January. We’re using a 
range of casks, from bourbon, sherry and port, 
including some smaller 50 and 100 litre sherry 
casks from Spain. We’re not tied to one specifi c 
type of cask, which is very exciting, as the 
smaller casks will mature more quickly.

Our whisky won’t reach the marketplace 
for at least three years and when it does we 
will produce up to 100,000 litres a year. The 
unique character will be modelled on the whisky 

It’s a working site 
modelled on the 

Brooklyn Distillery 
in Manhattan

Liam Hughes has named 
a still after his daughter.
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ARBIKIE HIGHLAND ESTATE, ANGUS
IAIN STIRLING, FOUNDER & DIRECTOR

I’m working with my two brothers, David and John. We were looking at 
where we could source a spirit for potential clients and the light bulb went 
on – why don’t we start distilling? We’re all whisky drinkers, so it was a 
given. The idea quickly mushroomed into where we’ve got to now. 

We’ve come to market very quickly – it took about two years to get 
up and running and we started selling in November. We have a vodka in 
market, a gin about to come to market, and we’re in the process of starting 
to distil whisky. 

 It’s an independently-funded family business which allowed us the 
freedom to build very quickly. Because we weren’t looking for funding, we 
didn’t really need to publicise what we were doing so it’s a slightly different 
approach to the whole business. We’re fortunate in that our business 
is built on our family farm at Lunan Bay, so we’ve got all the crops and 
we already had a site. The distillery is in a converted barn, so we had to 
refurbish rather than build. There were some issues with getting the kit, 
but we solved those quite rapidly.

I worked in the drinks business for 15 years with Diageo, 
Whyte & Mackay and Jim Beam, so I bring the drinks 
marketing expertise. It helps if you have those 

expertise already in house, although it’s a heck 
of a lot harder doing your own brands than it is 
someone else’s. 

My older brother John runs the farm, 
 so we’re growing our own crops. Just about 
everything we use from start to fi nish will be 
grown on the farm, so the provenance is truly 
there.  Plus, we like to innovate and have been 
working with Heriot-Watt’s world-class Institute 
of Brewing and Distilling. It’s fantastic to have 
such remarkable expertise on our doorstep.

  We’ve positioned our business in the super 
premium spirits space, so it’s very much an 
export business in my view. John has previously 
worked overseas, David lives in Connecticut 
and our other brother Sandy lives in Dubai, so 
we’ve got a bit of a family spread. Having people 
in the market and getting out there on planes 

and wearing out some shoe leather is 
incredibly important; we’re listening 

to potential customers and giving 
them what they want, rather 

than us doing what we think 
is right.  

We will eventually have a 
visitor centre. Angus is pretty 
undiscovered and the new 
V&A in Dundee potentially 

creates the footfall for us. We’ll 
take our time with that though. 

Rome wasn’t built in a day.
www.arbikie.com

EDEN MILL, ST ANDREWS
PAUL MILLER, FOUNDER & OWNER

My distillery is three miles west of St Andrews 
in Guardbridge. We’ve been making beer there 
since 2012 and we set up the distillery side in 
November 2014. We are the only company in 
Scotland making beer and whisky on the same 
site. This links to the history of the site, which 
was Haig’s Distillery from 1810-1869. They 
started as a distillery then moved into brewing. 
We only discovered this when a lovely old 
gentleman wearing a cravat, monocle, mustard 
cords and a Barbour jacket stepped out of his 
1933 vintage Rolls Royce and walked down the 

We’ve positioned 
our business in the 

super premium 
spirits space

Arbikie is a family affair 
for Iain Stirling.
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driveway with an oil painting tucked under his arm. The painting turned 
out to be of Haig’s distillery in 1855 and it now hangs on the distillery wall. 
It’s the best £1,000 I’ve ever spent.

We produce a range of craft beers and a range of gins. The gins come in 
distinctive ceramic bottles. We found them lying around the brewery and it 
seems popular with customers.

My background is fi rmly rooted in the drinks industry. The idea for 
the distillery came at 3 o’clock in the morning in the Fourth Floor Bar at 
The Old Course Hotel. I was chatting to Pete Coors, who owns the biggest 
brewery in the world, and he said he wanted to visit a distillery the next 
day, but I couldn’t think where the nearest one was. And so, being a lover 
of the St Andrews area, I began to look for a site to set one up and fulfi l a 
dream. I have a business partner and between us we have invested around 
£2 million. It’s pretty much self-funded. 

We lease the site from St Andrew’s University. Our business plan fi ts 
well with their environmental ethos. We recycle all of our barley and hops 
through local farmers and our barrels are turned into furniture by a local 
craftsman. We’re proud of the awards won in this regard.  

We are producing eight hogsheads a week, so just under 100,000 litres a 
year. We started off with three people working here and that has grown to 
24. We employ fi ve qualifi ed distillers, more per litre of spirit than anyone 

else. The style of our whisky 
isn’t typically lowland, 
it’s more coastal. We use 
Golden Promise barley, 
which is grown in Fife. 
In terms of maturation 
we use Oloroso sherry 

barrels and we do a wee 
bit of Pedro Jiminez, which 

is a sweeter style. Our core 
style is sherry fi nished, rich 

and fruity and we hope it will have 
a slight coastal saltiness. Our fi rst whiskies 
will be available, from some smaller casks, in 
around three years.  

We currently have around 300 people 
a week coming round the brewery and we 
do gin experience tours. We can also design 
a personal quarter cask of whisky. So, if 
Hank Junior and Hank Senior fl y over from 
Michigan for freshers’ week at St Andrews 
University, we ask them what style they like 
and they work with us to create their perfect 
whisky. Each year when Hank Junior fl ies 
home he takes a miniature with him to show 
Hank Senior how it’s maturing. Then in four 
years, when Hank Senior fl ies back for the 
graduation, the quarter cask is ready. And off 
they go home with 80 bottles of their very 
own whisky. That’s special. We call it sharing 
our passion. 
Tel: 013374 834038; www.edenmill.com

KINGSBARNS, FIFE
DOUG CLEMENT, FOUNDING DIRECTOR

I came up with the idea in the late summer 
of 2008. I was caddying at Kingsbarns Golf 
Links and my golfer asked me if he could visit 
a distillery. I said no, but you can drive an 
hour and a half outwith Fife. He didn’t want 
to do that, though.  I went home that night and 
did some research, and decided I would try 
and build my own distillery. I knew nothing 
about whisky, I knew nothing about starting a 
company, I just went for it. By building a great 
team of people around me and through sheer 
persistence, I fi nally achieved my dream.

Paul Miller will offer 
personal design casks.

Our core style is rich 
and fruity and we hope 

it will have a slight 
coastal saltiness
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NEW SPIRIT

THE SHETLAND 
DISTILLERY CO.
The Unst-based 
distillers of award-
winning Reel Gin 
expect to produce 
single malts (the 
first legal whisky 
from Shetland and 
the most northerly 
malt whisky) in 2016. 
www.shetlandreel 
gin.com

WOLFBURN
Built near the site 
of the old Wolfburn 
distillery in Thurso, 
the new venture is 
open. Its inaugural 
bottling takes place 
in March 2016.
www.wolfburn.com

ISLE OF HARRIS 
DISTILLERY
Hopefully operational 
this summer, this 
Tarbert distillery 
will have a shop, 
cafe and tours.
www.harris 
distillery.com

GARTBRECK
Islay’s newest 
distillery aims to 
revive traditional 
methods. It will open 
and production will 
start in 2016.
www.celtic-whisky.
com/gartbreck

TORABHAIG
Currently under 
construction on 
Skye’s south-east 
coast, the  first 
spirit should flow 
by October 2016.

THE GLASGOW 
DISTILLERY, 
CLYDESIDE
Work to revamp 
The Pump House 
is out to tender 
and it’s hoped the 
distillery will be 
up and running by 
May 2016.
www.adrattray.com

 

I joined the Scotch Malt 
Whisky Society and visited 
lots of different distilleries. I 
did work experience with the 
Edrington group . I was applying 
for all the Government grants out there, 
and although a few really big ones just slipped 
through my fi ngers, September 2012 was the 
turning point because I secured a £670,000 food 
processing, marketing and cooperation scheme 
grant from the Scottish Government. 

I sold the idea to the Wemyss family, who 
had the fi nance to make it happen. Wemyss 
were the ideal fi t because I’m from Fife and their 
ancestral home is also in Fife at Wemyss Castle . 

We bought an old farm steading that had 
been derelict for 20 years. It was an at risk 
building, B listed from Historic Scotland, with 
a doocot (a dovecot) as a central feature. We 
opened to the public on 1 December and we 
started production three months ago. 

We hope to make 
money through our 
visitor centre while our 
whisky matures. The 
Scottish Government 
gave me the grant and 
the Wemyss family 
invested millions of 
pounds because of our 
wonderful visitor centre, 
which is the key to the 
whole project. It also has 
a fantastic café and an 

exhibition that 
talks not just 

about whisky 
but about the 
history of our 
region and 
the Wemyss 
family. 

We also 
have this 
amazing 

aroma-tron, 
with the scents 

that you get in all the 
different whiskies inside 

cows horns. Our fi rst cask 
is in our doocot along with 

600 original terracotta doo 
nesting boxes, and when you 

get to the tasting room, we give you 
a gin alternative because we make gin in 

London. At the moment Kingsbarns whisky is 
a number of years away, but in the summer we 
will start letting people try the new made spirit .

The distillery is bigger and better than I 
could have imagined. It was going to be a craft 
distillery, but when Wemyss came on board they 
wanted to produce a lot more alcohol. We are 
going to produce 140,000 litres of spirit a year.

What’s great  is that when I started there was 
one Fife distillery  , but now there is a whole raft 
 starting. I don’t see it as competition – I think 
we’re all going to be great for each other. I’m 
a passionate Fifer and I want to help make it 
famous for its whisky as well as the golf.
www.kingsbarnsdistillery.com

Douglas Clement 
is a former caddy.

exhibition that 
talks not just 

about whisky 

aroma-tron, 
with the scents 

that you get in all the 

We have this amazing 
aroma-tron, with 

the scents that you 
get in whiskies inside 

cow horns
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Now in its 15th year, the Scottish Field Whisky Challenge has fi rmly 
established itself within the industry, with the results eagerly awaited by 
all those interested in discovering Scotland’s best whiskies. Our Readers’ 
Day, on 27 July, is a fantastic opportunity to join us on a taste-test of 
some of the country’s fi nest single malts, blends and grains...

WELCOME TO A UNIQUE

SCOTTISH BLIND  
TASTING EVENT

DARREN LEITCH

THE JUDGES

ROBIN RUSSELL MARK ANGUS DOUGLAS WOOD MIKE LORD IAIN FORTEATH CHARLIE MACLEAN MATT MCFADYEN

some of the country’s fi nest single malts, blends and grains...

The Scottish Field Whisky Challenge is split into 
three divisions each year – the Summer Challenge, 
Readers’ Challenge and Grand Final. Distilleries and 
bottlers across Scotland have sent us their choice of whiskies for 
this year’s Readers’ Challenge – and now we need your help to 
put them to the test! 

We are currently looking for whisky enthusiasts of all levels of 
experience to form this year’s Readers’ Panel, who will enjoy a day at 
the Scotch Malt Whisky Society in Edinburgh, blind-tasting some of 
Scotland’s top whiskies with tutoring from our merchant judges.

To apply for a place on our Readers’ Panel, send 
an email with your name, address (including 
your postcode), date of birth and any relevant 
information about your interest in whisky, to 
whisky@scottishfi eld.co.uk, quoting code CASK1.

“Many thanks to all involved for asking me to 
take part in the Whisky Challenge – it has been a 
fantastic experience.” - Scott Lovat
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Scottish Field Whisky Challenge @whiskychallengewww.scottishfield.co.uk

STAY CONNECTED WITH THE CHALLENGE

Over 18s

APPLY NOW
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hat gives Jim Murray the right 
to declare the ‘best whisky in 
the world’ each year? This is a 
question many people in the 

whisky industry ask themselves each year, around 
the time when the latest ‘Jim Murray’s Whisky 
Bible’ is published. 

To answer this question, let’s start by fi rst 
looking at the title of the book. Surely this book 
should be called, ‘Whiskies that Jim Murray tasted 
this year and were deemed the best in his opinion’? 
By calling his self-published book ‘The Whisky 
Bible’, it only helps to infl ate Murray’s already 
gigantic ego and big (Panama hat-wearing) head. 

Taste is highly personal. We each have our 
own tastes, likes and dislikes: there is no universal 
way of addressing what tastes good and what 
tastes bad (although the most reliable results come 
via a panel of experts so that individual tastes take 
second place to sustained excellence). 

So why should Murray be able to declare the 
best tasting whisky in the world? What may be the 
best tasting whisky in the world to his tastebuds 
might not be the best tasting whisky in the world 
to your tastebuds. This is what gets my goat about 
this self-appointed whisky deity. 

Although Murray’s recommendations shift 
bottles – if not to the same degree as  US wine 
pundit Robert Parker, whose recommendations 
completely skew that market – I am constantly 
surprised that whisky companies continue to 
send Murray samples, despite his (presumably 
deliberately) polarising results and commentary. 

They must know that the only way he can continue to garner enough air time 
to sell copies of his annual cash-cow is to be ever more controversial. Each 
year this gets harder, which is why we get increasingly desperate soundbites 
such as ‘Scotch whisky producers should feel ashamed’, or that they need 
a ‘wake-up call’ because a Japanese whisky was awarded the top gong in 
his latest book. No-one cares that he is pissing off the whisky industry, but 
short-changing consumers by placing shock and awe before due diligence and 
objective appraisals – as I believe he does – is quite another matter. 

The thing to remember is that the bible is a commercial concern upon 
which a lucrative career of tastings and consultancies depends. Yet nowhere is 
there any mention of the distilleries for whom he works as a highly-paid hired 
hand. A few years ago, Ardbeg regularly appeared very high in the list or won 
‘whisky of the year’, despite it being widely known that Murray had worked as 
a consultant for the distillery. That’s not to say they don’t deserve acclaim, but 
I wonder whether his readers would continue to take his recommendations at 
face value if they were aware of this commercial relationship. 

One issue in particular demonstrates Murray’s lack of objectivity. He 
describes the presence of sulphur notes as the ‘biggest screw-up in the whisky 
industry in the past quarter of a century’, yet many people actually enjoy the 
subtle sulphury notes in certain whiskies. His argument that sulphur sticks 
– sometimes used to fumigate sherry casks before shipping them to Scotland – 
taint the whisky. Even the usually placid Scotch Whisky Association got fed up 
with his propaganda on this, its spokesperson pointing out that ‘sulphur sticks 
do not damage the whisky, this is really about Jim Murray’s personal taste’. 

Murray often attacks the Scotch whisky industry, arguing that they 

Jim Murray’s bible is seen as the definitive guide 
to whisky. But who died and made him the boss?

I PRESUME
Mr Murray

W

I wonder if readers would continue to take 
his recommendations at face value if they 
were aware of this commercial relationship

Jim Murray’s bible is seen as the definitive guide 
to whisky. But who died and made him the boss?

Comment by 
Andy Byers
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are guilty of a lack of innovation, sloppy standards and using thousands of 
inferior casks. This vitriol is ridiculous – the whisky industry is relentlessly 
innovative, often to traditionalists’ annoyance. It appears as faux outrage from 
Murray, with an eye on self-promotion and book sales.

If you are ever lucky/unfortunate enough (delete as appropriate) to attend 
one of Murray’s tastings, you will find that he has 14 absurd guidelines (see 
panel) that must be adhered to. This is just another way for Murray to isolate 
himself further when the whisky industry desperately needs to break down 
these ‘old school’ barriers that intimidate and put people off whisky. Yet it 
would be hard to find a more proscriptive, restrictive and uninspiring list of 
requirements for something that is meant to be fun and enjoyable.

Of course Murray has the right to declare which whiskies he likes, but he 
doesn’t have the right to come up with results which follow a need to court 
controversy and to sell books. It leads to the sort of inconsistency of opinion 
which you see if you have a lot of his books, as I do because friends and family 
presume they make a good Christmas gift for whisky lovers. Still, on the 
plus side, I’ve learned through experience that the Whisky Bible does make 
excellent kindling, especially when sitting by a nice fire with a dram.  

Pictured: Jim Murray’s bible is 
a great source of kindling.

JIM MURRAY WHISKY 
TASTINGS GUIDELINES
1. NO SMOKING: ‘Jim Murray never 
attends whisky and cigar evenings.’

2. NO FOOD: ‘The aromas of the 
preparation must be kept separate from 
where the event is taking place.’

3. NO OTHER ALCOHOL: ‘People 
attending the event will not be permitted 
to carry with them to their tables wine, 
beer and other alcoholic beverages they 
obtained before or during the event.’

4. PERFUME: ‘Guests, on buying tickets, 
will be asked to keep the aftershave or 
perfume they wear to the event at an 
absolute minimum.’

5. INTOXICATION: ‘Anyone entering the 
room already looking under the influence 
of alcohol will be asked to leave.’

6. SPITTOONS:  ‘Spittoons must be 
provided on each table, at least one for 
every two guests.’

7. NO ICE: ‘ Under no circumstances can 
ice be provided for the whisky.’

8. WATER: ‘Guests will be discouraged 
from adding water to their whisky.’

9. TASTING GLASSES: ‘All tasting 
glasses should be made of glass. Plastic 
glasses will not be permitted.’

10. TICKET ONLY: ‘He will not conduct 
any tasting that is a turn up on the 
night, pay at the door affair.’

11. GUARANTEE: ‘Fifty per cent of the 
minimum agreed fee for the tasting must 
be paid to Jim Murray in advance of the 
event.’

12. SUPPLY OF WHISKY: ‘All whisky will 
be supplied by Jim Murray.’

13. PHOTOGRAPHY: ‘Photographers 
are allowed to take still pictures only, 
providing they are not too obtrusive and 
do not annoy guests whilst doing so.’

14. FILM, VIDEO AND SOUND: ‘Jim 
Murray works hard to protect his 
copyright and as such Jim Murray 
Whisky Tastings cannot be filmed, 
videoed or recorded for television.’
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Tasmania may be more famous for carnivorous 
marsupials than whisky, but micro-distilling 

pioneer Bill Lark is the determined devil turning 
the island into a Down Under version of Islay

Written by 
Peter Ranscombe

Up with the

Pictured: Bill Lark is regarded as the 
godfather of Australian whisky.
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ike all the best ideas, it began 
when a bottle of whisky 

was opened. Bill 
Lark had been fl y 
fi shing with his 
wife, Lyn, and her 

parents in the Central Highlands of his native 
Tasmania and he’d caught a beautiful brown 
trout. As they set up their barbecue to cook 
the fi sh in a park at Bothwell, an old town 

beside the Clyde River, his father-in-law, Max, 
produced a bottle of single malt Scotch whisky 

to celebrate.
‘After we’d had a drink, I turned to Max and 

asked him why no-one was making whisky in 
Tasmania?’ remembers Lark. ‘We’ve got fantastic 
barley, the water is very good here, the climate 
is suitable and I knew we even had peat bogs 
further up the road.’

Lark discovered that the Australian island 
had once had a thriving whisky scene, but that 
the industry was brought to an abrupt halt 
in 1838 after Lady Jane Franklin, the wife of 
Governor John Franklin, told her husband that 
‘I would prefer barley be fed to pigs than it be 
used to turn men into swine’. Franklin responded 
to her outburst about the evils of the spirit by 
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banning the making of whisky on Tasmania, 
and the island’s 16 legal distilleries – and its 
numerous illegal ones – were shut down.

Fast forward more than 150 years to 1992 
and Lark set about overturning the law and 
reviving the Tasmanian whisky industry. ‘A lot 
of people ask me how much of a fi ght I had to 
go through, but there was no fi ght at all – I was 
pushing at an open door,’ laughs Lark. ‘I got 
swept up in this wave of enthusiasm from people 
who wanted to see if we could make whisky in 
Tasmania. I think the local customs offi  ce was 
even more excited about it than I was.’

Lark enlisted the help of local politician 
Duncan Kerr, who in turn roped in Barry Jones, 
Australia’s customs minister. Not only did they 
repeal Franklin’s diktat but they also changed the 
law to give Lark the chance to open a small craft 
distillery instead of the hulking industrial units 
that the rules were designed to cover.

‘We bought a beautiful old copper pot still at 
an auction for about A$65,’ Lark explains. ‘I had 
no idea what I was doing but I knew that I loved 
drinking the stuff and so I would give it a go. I 
went down the road to the Cascade Brewery and 
they gave me the wash and yeast that I needed to 
get started. They were very excited that someone 
wanted to make whisky in Tasmania.’

Nowadays Lark isn’t the only person 
producing whisky on the island, with other 
distillers jumping on the bandwagon. Ten 
distilleries are already pumping out whisky and 
Lark expects the total to rise to 15 by the end 
of the year. With its peat bogs and cluster of 
distilleries, it is Australia’s equivalent of Islay.

His own whiskies have enjoyed success 
around the world, picking up a World Whisky 
Award and receiving the thumbs up from 
countless experts. Lark began by exporting his 
malt to markets across Asia, Europe and the 
United States, but once Australian drinkers heard 
about all the success he was having overseas, 
demand in the domestic market took off. 

Hailed as the godfather of Australian whisky, 
Lark now produces 30,000 litres of spirit each 
year, double what he was making two years ago. 
Production is expected to double again over the 
next two years to keep up with Australia’s new-

found taste for his drinks, which includes gin, 
vodka and an aromatic bush liqueur called ‘Tasi’.

From just employing himself and Lyn when 
they began in 1992, Lark Distillery now has 30 
staff and the popularity of making whisky has led 
to a thriving spin-off industry producing copper 
stills, with more than 50 assembled so far. ‘For a 
small island economy, it’s a real boon,’ Lark adds.

Part of Lark’s success with his single malts is 
attributed to his use of smaller barrels, around 
half the size of the standard bourbon casks used 
in the industry and about a quarter of the size 
of a traditional sherry butt. The smaller the 
barrel, the faster it provides fl avour. His whisky 
has been described as having fl oral notes on the 
nose and a rich oily maltiness on the palate, with 
comparisons being drawn with Scotch from 
Aberlour and Glenfarclas.

Lark’s popularity has led to him acting as a 
consultant for the other distilleries on the island. 
‘When we started, it was just us on our own 
and we were making it up as we went along,’ he 
explains. ‘But we had tremendous support from 
the whisky industry in Scotland. Our daughter, 

HaIleD As The GOdFatHEr oF 
AusTrALiAn WhiSkY, laRk Now 
pRodUCes 30,000 liTrES of 
sPirIT eAcH yeAR

Clockwise: Bill Lark on a recent trip 
to Edinburgh; his distillery in Hobart; 
cutting peat on the Brown Marsh Bog; 
Malt; Lark 20th Anniversary release. 
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Kristy, got a scholarship from the Scottish branch 
of the Institute of Brewing & Distilling to come over 
and learn more, and we had tremendous help from 
Denis Nicol, who was the distiller and manager at 
Laphroaig. After the Scottish industry helped me so 
much, I wanted to do the same on Tasmania.’

It’s not just in his native land that Lark 
is in demand. Doug Clement, who set up the 
Kingsbarns Distillery in the East Neuk of Fife, 
called him in as a consultant before the Wemyss 
family became involved in the project, which is 
now producing its fi rst spirit.

 ‘I was a little bit nervous – what are the Scottish 
people going to think about this crazy bloke from 
Tasmania coming over to help them?’ laughs Lark. 
‘They’ve done a brilliant job at Kingsbarns.’

As well as making whisky, Lark is also 
branching out into the tourism market, which he 
thinks will be a big growth area. Having run tours 
for many years, he’s now bought a 14-seater mini-
bus to run half-day, full-day and two-day tours.

‘The two-day tour includes a full day out at 
our distillery, where we take people through the 
whole process of mashing in the morning right 

BEST OF THE 
REST:
TASMANIAN
DISTILLERIES

TASMANIA 
DISTILLERY
Cambridge
www.sullivanscove
whisky.com

OVEREEM 
DISTILLERY
Cambridge
www.overeem
whisky.com

BELGROVE 
DISTILLERY
Kempton
www.belgrove
distillery.com.au

WILLIAM 
MCHENRY AND 
SONS DISTILLERY
Port Arthur
www.mchenry
distillery.com.au

REDLANDS 
ESTATE
Plenty
www.redlands
estate.com.au

HELLYERS ROAD 
DISTILLERY
Burnie
www.hellyersroad
distillery.com.au 

through to the end of the day when we break the 
heart down and put it into a barrel,’ says Lark. 
‘The second day we drive them up to the peat bog 
that we own, Brown Marsh Bog, in the Central 
Highlands, so they can dig peat for us and smoke 
an ocean trout over a peat fi re and drink some 
Tasmanian whisky. We even have a traditional 
peat spade from Northumbria.’ 

Lark Distillery, Hobart, Tasmania
www.larkdistillery.com.au

Above: Tasmania has a similar landscape 
and climate to Scotland, making it the 
perfect place to produce whisky.

WhAT arE The ScOTtiSh PEopLE 
GOinG tO ThiNk ABoUt ThIS cRAzY 
BlOKe fROm TasMAniA ComINg 
OVer TO heLp ThEM?
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KIRKWALL BA
20ml Highland Park 12; 

20ml Laird’s Applejack; 20ml 
ginger syrup; 20ml lemon juice; 

Homemade tea soda

METHOD: Shake ingredients 
(except tea soda). Strain into a high-

ball full of ice. Top with tea soda. 
Garnish with crystallised ginger.

STRATHISLA FIZZ
25ml Chivas Regal;

25ml strawberry, rhubarb 
& juniper shrub;

5ml elderflower liqueur

METHOD: Shake ingredients. 
Double strain into a chilled flute. 
Top up with soda. Garnish with 

a lemon twist.

THE MODERN ERA
40ml Glenfiddich 12; 15ml Kummel;

10ml fennel syrup; 25ml lemon juice; 
3 x dash angostura bitters; dash of 

egg white; cucumber & lemon thyme

METHOD: Shake ingredients without 
ice, shake with ice. Double strain into 
a high-ball full of ice. Top with ginger 
ale. Garnish with a slice of cucumber 

and a sprig of lemon thyme.

Our six whisky cocktails were made by Kyle Jamieson, bar manager at The Devil’s Advocate, Edinburgh
www.devilsadvocateedinburgh.co.uk
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Feel like mixing it up?  
Here are six summer 
whisky cocktails to  
stir your senses

THE MIX
ALL IN

MONKEY’S  
TEA PARTY

40ml Monkey Shoulder; 15ml orange 
amaro; 15ml Earl Grey syrup; 25ml 

lemon juice; 4 drops of violet

METHOD: Shake ingredients with 
ice. Strain into a high-ball full of ice. 
Top with soda water. Garnish with 

a dehydrated slice of lemon.

KINCHIE FIZZ
50ml Glenkinchie 12; 25ml lemon 

juice; 3 drops orange blossom; 10ml 
honey; 15ml egg white

METHOD: Add all to shaker. Dry 
shake, add ice, then shake again. 
Rinse a high-ball with absinthe, 
add ice to glass, strain and top 

with soda.

ROAD TO MANDALAY
40ml Chivas Regal; 20ml St 

Germain Elderflower Liqueur; 10ml 
Aperol; 25ml lime juice; 2 x dash 

angostura bitters

METHOD: Add all to shaker and 
shake with ice. Double strain into 
high-ball with ice, top with bitter 

lemon, garnish with dehydrated lime.
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The sharp decline in worldwide sales of 
Scotch has been laid at China’s door, but 
is there another far more worrying reason 
for the sudden downturn?

rends are all about peaks and troughs and whisky 
is not immune to market forces, as recent 
history showed, when in 2013, China’s Scotch 
whisky import market went into sharp decline 
following President Xi Jinping’s crackdown on 
‘bureaucratic gifting’ of expensive gifts – such as 
top malt whiskies – to high-end government offi  cials.

But was this an accident waiting to happen? Had 
the industry become too greedy, favouring high-end buyers 
over the average consumer? 

For me, the problems began back in 2008. I was attending 
a masterclass that November when the presenter mentioned 
Diageo was pulling three of its most iconic brands from 
Canada: JW Green, Black & White and Bell’s, because demand 
wasn’t being met in countries with much larger demographics, 

The sharp decline in worldwide sales of 
Scotch has been laid at China’s door, but 
is there another far more worrying reason 

rends are all about peaks and troughs and whisky 
immune to market forces, as recent 

when in 2013, China’s Scotch 
whisky import market went into sharp decline 

President Xi Jinping’s crackdown on 
gifting’ of expensive gifts – such as 

top malt whiskies – to high-end government offi  cials.
But was this an accident waiting to happen? Had 

the industry become too greedy, favouring high-end buyers 

For me, the problems began back in 2008. I was attending 
a masterclass that November when the presenter mentioned 
Diageo was pulling three of its most iconic brands from 
Canada: JW Green, Black & White and Bell’s, because demand 
wasn’t being met in countries with much larger demographics, 

Written by 
Johanne McInnis

C
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Left: President Xi 
Jinping’s crackdown 
on bureaucratic gifting 
has had a big impact 
on China’s Scotch 
whisky imports.
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which of course meant prices would rise as 
a result. Later, I read the press release which 
stated: ‘We have been forced globally to allocate 
products to markets where profi tability is 
maximized. This is especially important to 

delivering our commitments to our 
shareholders.’

I wasn’t too bothered at 
that point because I didn’t 
drink those whiskies. 
However, within a year, it 
became impossible to get 

some of the whiskies I did love: Talisker, 
Oban and Lagavulin. And it soon became 

apparent they were not coming back. 
There it was in black and white – at the 

height of the Scotch revival, China and other 
countries, such as Russia and Brazil, had forced 
the hand of the whisky producers. I certainly 
didn’t see that coming; I would have never 
thought entire portfolios would be pulled out 
of Canada to satisfy burgeoning demand in 
emerging markets. How did this happen?

When Deng Xiaoping created the opening 
in 1978 that would bring wealth and power to 

China, he created the free market institutions 
that led to China becoming the world’s 
largest trading nation. Millions of Chinese 
citizens were lifted from poverty into the 
comfortable middle class – generation 
X’ers with plenty of disposable income 
whose new-found status demanded high-
end expensive brands such as Louis Vuitton, 
Rolex and Gucci, as well as premium 
cognacs and whiskies.

By 2011, China’s top three imported 
brands (Hennessy, Martell and Chivas) dominated 
the imported spirits category, with a 43% share; 
in addition, the trio’s total sales had increased 
the following year by 250% (since 2001). 

Diageo was quick to jump on the bandwagon 
and tried to win over Chinese consumers, opening 
the Johnnie Walker House in Shanghai on May 
19, 2011, effectively creating a niche market, 
where the masses could fl aunt their wealth 
while it introduced its products to thousands of 
prosperous clients. So successful was the initial 
campaign that six of these houses now exist in 
China. Special batches of rare Johnnie Walker are 
sold exclusively at these venues. 

By 2013 the affl  uence associated with this 
social status, coupled with the desire to own 
expensive brands, was infl ating prices. 

Intense speculation that premium spirits 
were being purchased using government money 
led to the current regime instilling harsh laws. 
President Xi Jinping enforced the new regulation 
and by the end of 2013 a record 182,000 offi  cials 
were either detained or fi red, including former 
Politburo Standing Committee member Zhou 
Yongkang, who once sat on the highest decision- 
making body in China. It was a clear message 
– corruption through extravagance and displays 
of extreme wealth would be openly shamed and 
punished. 

This was a disaster for many of the industry’s 
big players. From being ranked 11th in 2010, 
China’s Scotch import market dropped to 26th 
in 2014. The biggest drop of 27% in overall 
volume sales was registered in December 2013.  

By the fi rst quarter of 2014 the Scotch 
Whisky Association (SWA) announced that 
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global exports of Scotch had suffered one of the worst falls in the last 15 
years. Sales had slumped by 11%, equivalent to a decline in sales of £220 
million. The industry blamed the new anti-extravagance measures for 
the decline in Asia and the Americas, two of the market’s fastest growing 
regions. Meanwhile, Diageo’s 2013-2014 financial report also blamed the 
28% decline in Johnnie Walker sales on the crackdown in China. Chivas 
also felt the sting, but only saw a drop of 7% in net sales by April 2014. 

So, was all this whinging just big companies and the SWA playing the blame 
game?  After all, although the slowdown has been less marked elsewhere, many 
brands have seen declining sales and profits in other affluent markets.

In regard to Canada, without explanation, Diageo decided to re-
enter the whisky market in the autumn of 2012 with single malts such as 
Talisker, Dalwhinnie, Oban and Lagavulin. The prices, however, had risen 
in some cases by as much as 30%. Lagavulin 16 was approximately $80 
(£45) in 2008, but with its return in 2012 it retailed for $115 (£65) in most 
provinces. Was it coincidence that it happened just before what appeared to 
be the bubble bursting in China? 

From the average consumer’s perspective, it’s easy to stand on the 
outside of Scotland’s distilleries and think that the days of them operating 
Sunday to Friday are long gone. Couple that with the fact that whiskies 
many once considered affordable are almost out of reach and it’s easy to see 
why many believe something is simply not right with the whisky industry. 

The perception seems to be, as one peers at the newest bottle of 50-year-
old Scotch encased in an intricate net cage of handcrafted ornate sterling 
silver, that companies are greedy and don’t care about the consumer. The 
average consumer sees the bumping up of production and what they think 
are lower quality products being sold at higher prices. They read about 
shareholders cashing in on the million dollar baby in their corner before the 
knock-out blow is delivered, while the highest bidder stands ringside, waving 
large wads of cash and willing to pay for whatever bottle is being promoted 
because it doesn’t matter what’s in it. After all, it’s the name and the prestige 
associated with owning it, isn’t it? But is that the reality? I suppose that 
depends on who you are: average consumer, high-end buyer, or shareholder.

All I know is the cradle seems to be swaying a little faster these days 
and, like in the nursery rhyme, the bow will eventually break. When it 
does and the swaddled bottle of Blue Label falls to the ground, whisky 
enthusiasts may not be so inclined to pick it up, as they may deem that 
the million dollar baby is nothing more than a psychological horror film, 
where promises of sacrifice are made in exchange for success and money.  

CHINA’S SCOTCH 
WHISKY IMPORTS

IN NUMBERS

China’s Scotch import  
market was 11th in 2011

11
26

China’s Scotch import market 
dropped to 26th in 2014

The biggest drop of 27% in 
overall volume sales was 

registered in December 2013

27%
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Pictured: Robbie Reid in his workshop 
with a rocking chair and stool that he 
has made from old whisky barrels.
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Robbie Reid is creating rocking chairs and 
other furniture out of old whisky barrels

CRAFT
Barrels
of

s a scion of the Whytock and Reid 
dynasty, the famous cabinet makers 
of Edinburgh, Robbie Reid is the sixth 
generation of his family to be involved 

in the furniture industry. ‘I would say furniture is 
in my blood,’ he says. ‘I was brought up in a house 
full of fine furniture.’

The father-of-one continues to make bespoke 
furniture, but when the recession hit he had to 
think out of the box to keep his East Lothian 
business going. 

Fortunately, he had a few oak whisky barrels 
hanging around the yard and an eye for clever 
design. He noticed the curves are not only perfect 
for a comfortable seat, but the rockers on a chair. 
As an extra bonus, the opening in the barrel is the 
right size for a glass of whisky. Thus the Whisky 
Barrel Rocker was born. 

‘Possibly the most attractive thing about the 
rockers is keeping the curve,’ says Robbie. ‘It is 
attractive to the eye, rather like the curves of a 
woman.’

The rustic look of the furniture and warm 

tones of the oak wood, finished in boiled linseed 
oil, also appeal. 

Robbie, 42, makes stools and tables out of 
whisky barrels, but the rockers are the most  
popular design. ‘I have delivered them to stately 
homes and council houses,’ he says. 

The rockers have been developed over the 
years so they can be dismantled and stored in the 
shed, and should last for decades. 

Now the idea is to market whisky barrel 
furniture abroad, with a couple of rockers already 
going to India. 

Robbie admits the garden furniture industry 
is extremely competitive, but is determined to 
keep manufacturing in Scotland. He believes the 
unique design – not to mention the link with 
Scotland and the whisky industry – could be 
popular around the world. 

‘You are producing something that is well 
designed from recycled materials that will last a 
long time for a relatively inexpensive price,’ he 
says. ‘Most of all, it is completely unique. It is my 
baby. No one else has done it.’ 

A

For more information about Robbie’s work, visit www.whiskybarrelrockers.co.uk
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Written by 
Blair Bowman

MALT?
Masters of 
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hisky blogs appear to have reached a level of saturation and 
are now omnipresent across the internet and social media. 
Anyone can write a blog, and these days it feels as if every 
whisky drinker and his dog are writing a whisky blog. 

So, what will happen to all these whisky blogs? Will this 
glut lead to bloggers thinking of new ways to stand out from the crowd? In 
order to fully address this issue, we need to shed some light on how we got 
to this point.

For those of you who do not know much about the history of whisky 
blogs, it is widely agreed that the fi rst whisky website was created by 
Johannes van den Heuvel in 1995, the very early days of the internet. Back 
then, there were only 23,000 published websites worldwide – it is probably 
safe to say that there are more than 23,000 whisky blogs on the internet 
today. In 1995, Johannes’ site would probably have been the only website 
dedicated to whisky. It soon evolved, with support from a collective of self-
proclaimed ‘Certifi ed Malt Maniacs’, and in 2002 a Malt Maniacs website 
was launched alongside the infamous WhiskyFun.com blog written by 
Serge Valentin. 

WhiskyFun.com and MaltMadness.com have long been the ‘go-to’ 
online resources for wannabe whisky connoisseurs to brush up on their 
knowledge of the washbacks and wormtubs at various distilleries, as well 
as to read an almost never-ending list of tasting notes – 17,043 at the last 
count. These websites are at the hardcore end of the whisky geek spectrum.

Whisky bloggers are a dime a 
dozen and still they come. So 
what do the great and the good 
need to do to stay on top?
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WHISKY 
BLOG ROLL

www.whiskyfun.com www.maltmadness.com

In around 2008/2009, a new breed of 
whisky blogger appeared on the scene. The age 
of the new bloggers was probably close to half 
the age of the Malt Maniacs. These blogs were 
less focused on the geeky side of whisky and 
seemed more interested in things such as new 
releases, new distilleries, and general goings 
on in the world of whisky. It was also around 
this time that Sam Simmons, who is the Global 
Brand Ambassador for The Balvenie, made the 
transition from blogger (blogging as Dr Whisky) 
to whisky industry representative. This probably 
inspired many to believe that they too might 
one day be able to make the leap from blogger to 
Global Brand Ambassador.

By late 2009 this new era of whisky 
bloggers had fully emerged, with the likes of 
The Edinburgh Whisky Blog and CaskStrength.
net gaining serious momentum. Interestingly, 
both websites were founded by a pair of friends 
who shared an interest in whisky; they didn’t 
necessarily set out to become fully fl edged 
members of the whisky industry, even if that is 
what has happened.

They were the fi rst to market, if you will, so 
when whisky marketing departments and PR 
agencies working for distilleries caught on to 
them, these new whisky bloggers were quick to 
appear on media lists and press trips. Previously, 
these press trips would have been reserved for 
traditional print media journalists, but now the 
odd whisky blogger was getting to go on these 
jollies to Speyside, Islay and further afi eld. 

As well as this, the so-called ‘whisky fairy’ was 
delivering near infi nite whisky samples to these 
bloggers, more than their livers could keep up 
with. Soon enough, everyone reading these blogs 
wanted to become a whisky blogger too. There 
was a time when you could almost guarantee 
that free whisky and all-expenses paid trips to 
distilleries would follow if you simply created a 
credible whisky blog.

And this is where things started to become 
a bit odd. Like most things, the best of the best 
will rise to the top, but that has not stopped the 
fl ood of self-proclaimed whisky experts – men 
and women who come from all walks of life – 
to declare their expertise on Twitter, website 
forums, Facebook groups (namely the Malt 
Maniacs Facebook group) and blogs, causing 
quite a furore within certain circles. Due to the 
nature of blogs, unlike newspapers or magazines, 
there are no editors or fact checking, which has 
led to the publication of false information. 

Around this time, circa 2011, the old guard 

Soon enough, everyone 
reading these blogs 
wanted to become a 
whisky blogger too 
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www.caskstrength.net www.thewhiskyboys.comdrwhisky.blogspot.co.uk
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of whisky bloggers wanted to rise above 
this new wave of whisky bloggers, 
so they started the ‘whisky round table’. 
This was really a way of shutting out the new 
whisky bloggers, as well as increasing their traffi  c 
and inbound links.  

If we fast forward to today, things have 
come to a crux, with a new whisky blogger or 
whisky Twitter account appearing almost every 
day. It has to be said, the old-school whisky 
bloggers from the 2008/2009 wave spent years 
building their reputations and knowledge, so it 
is understandable that they might be a bit peeved 
at new bloggers who are aggressively making a 
name for themselves and forcing their way onto 
press trips and whisky fairy mailing lists. 

This has led to examples of the sort of 
horrible one-upmanship which is already rife 
on social media. Every day brings a new fallout 
on Twitter or tantrums from the bloggers who 
didn’t receive the latest samples from whichever 
distillery has released a new bottling. It’s pretty 
ridiculous when you think about it.

Like all hobbies, there will always be obsession 

and geekery. However, it is often hard 
to understand why enthusiasts would want 

to read fellow amateurs’ tasting notes about a 
whisky, when you could just drink it instead. Also, 
let’s not get started on the whole argument of 
scoring whiskies versus not scoring whiskies. 

The blogs or bloggers who will fl oat to the 
top will be the ones who are able to diversify. 
The best examples of this are Neil and Joel from 
CaskStrength.net (soon to be worldsbestspirits.
com). Whisky is their fi rst love, but having 
branched out to cover all other spirits they have 
opened up dozens of other doors for themselves. 
After quitting their previous jobs to set up a 
spirits/drink consultancy, they recently wrote a 
book on distilled spirits from around the world 
and regularly appear on TV as commentators on 
the drinks industry. This is certainly one way to 
get noticed by the distilleries.

As for the sea of whisky blogs, they will 
continue, as will the rants on Twitter about the 
ever-rising price of whisky and the gradual move 
to no-age statement whiskies. However, it will 
not be long before these bloggers, who were 
used to getting umpteen samples of whisky, will 
soon have to start buying whisky if they want to 
review it, just like they used to do and just like 
the rest of us. 

www.thewhiskywire.com www.masterofmalt.com/blogwww.edinburghwhiskyblog.com

The blogs or bloggers 
who will float to 
the top will be the 
ones who are able to 
diversify  
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Nosing 

USE A GOOD NOSING GLASS 
If you really want to get the most out of a 

whisky then it’s important that you are using a 

glass that highlights the aromas. A Glencairn 

whisky glass is ideal as it allows you to swirl the 

whisky and has a nice narrow opening, which will 

concentrate the aromas near to where your nose 

fits into the glass. If you can’t get your hands on 

a Glencairn, then a copita (sherry) glass works 

well too.  

LOOK AT YOUR WHISKY 
BEFORE YOU NOSE OR TASTE IT 

This may seem like a strange thing to do, but 

you can learn a lot about a whisky before it’s 

even gone near your lips or nose. First, hold your 

glass up and look at the colour of the whisky. 

The colour can give you a very good indication 

whisky
of what kind of barrel the whisky was matured 

in. If the whisky is a yellowy, straw-like colour, 

this gives a good indication that the whisky was 

matured in bourbon barrels. Bourbon-matured 

whisky will give the whisky sweet vanilla notes. 

However, if the whisky is a deep amber colour, 

this shows that it was probably matured in 

sherry barrels. Sherry-matured whisky will give 

aromas of dried fruits. 

SWILL IT AROUND THE GLASS 
Once you’ve done this, look at the legs or 

teardrops forming on the inside of the glass. If 

they are short and fast the whisky will be low 

in alcohol, probably 40% abv, which is the legal 

minimum. If they are long and slow then this is 

a good way to tell that the whisky will be high in 

alcohol and could be cask strength. 

Nosing 
whisky
Nosing 

whisky
Nosing 

Right: The Glencairn glass is 
ideal for nosing whisky.

IF YOU REALLY 
WANT TO GET THE 
MOST OUT OF A 
WHISKY THEN 

IT’S IMPORTANT 
THAT YOU ARE 
US ING A GLASS 

THAT H IGHL IGHTS 
THE AROMAS

Learn to unlock the delights of 
a dram with these top tips

A BLUFFER’S 
GUIDE TO. . .
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PUT YOUR NOSE IN
Now it’s time to put your nose into the whisky. 

Don’t put your nose in too quickly as your 

nostrils might get a fright from the alcohol 

vapours. Slowly move the glass under your nose, 

underneath both nostrils. Your nose can detect 

more than a trillion different odours and most 

people have one nostril that is better than the 

other, so make sure you use both of them. What 

can you smell? Try to slowly narrow down what 

you can smell. For example, if it smells fruity 

try to figure out what kind of fruit. If you smell 

apples, are they green or red apples? Are they 

cooked? Are they dried? This can help you figure 

out what your nose is picking up. This is referred 

to as ‘on the nose’ aromas. But don’t worry, there 

are no right or wrong answers. So if you don’t 

get the same aromas as the ones written on the 

back of the bottle your nose isn’t wrong. 

NOW TAKE A WEE SIP
First, I would recommend just taking a quick 

sip to wake up your palate as 40% alcohol can 

give it a fright and make it feel dry. Now take 

a much larger sip, this time try and leave it on 

your tongue for as long as you can. Really chew 

the whisky and swirl it around your gums. Try to 

cover your tongue, as this is where your taste 

buds are located. Some people recommend 

trying to leave the whisky in your mouth for 

one second for every year it was aged. So for a 

12-year-old whisky try to leave it on your tongue 

for 12 seconds before swallowing it. Think 

about the different kinds of flavours you are 

tasting. This is referred to as your ‘palate’. After 

swallowing, it is referred to as ‘the finish’. The 

finish can be short and vanishes quickly, or it 

can be long and lingering. 

ADD SOME WATER (OPTIONAL)
The final step – which is entirely up to you – is 

to add water and repeat the nosing and tasting 

steps. It is amazing how much a splash of water 

can help a whisky open up and unlock new 

flavours and aromas. Make sure you use fresh 

clean water – just a splash will do, but if you want 

to be very careful indeed you can even use a 

pipette. Remember, you can always add more 

water, but you can’t take it out if you add too 

much. Now, relax and enjoy your whisky.   

 IF YOU DON’T 
GET THE SAME 

AROMAS AS THE 
ONES WRITTEN 
ON THE BACK 

OF THE BOTTLE 
YOUR NOSE ISN’T 

WRONG
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Woodwinters Wine and Whiskies.indd   1 29/04/2015   17:02:06

Award winning whisky bar 
with over 700 whiskies.

Restaurant offering Scottish 
food made from the best 
regional ingredients.

Whisky tastings and food 
matching arranged.

Scottish Field “Whisky Bar of the Year” Winners 
for 2013 & 2014

ARDSHIEL HOTEL

Kilkerran Road, Campbeltown, Argyll PA28 6JL
Tel: 01586 552133    info@ardshiel.co.uk

www.ardshiel.co.uk       facebook.com/ardshielhotel

Ardshiel Hotel.indd   1 05/05/2015   13:18:15

The BenRiach.indd   1 05/05/2015   13:19:23
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t wasn’t until he was 
standing, revealing his 
work to the world, that it 
really dawned on Professor 

Martin Tangney what he had actually 
done. After developing the process 
at industrial scale in Belgium over 
the last year, his Edinburgh-based 
company Celtic Renewables, a spin-out 
company from the Biofuel Research 
Centre at Edinburgh Napier University,  
had become the first in the world to 
produce a biofuel capable of powering 
cars from the by-products of whisky 
fermentation. ‘It suddenly hit me that 
nobody had ever done this before,’ he 
says. ‘I was holding this little bottle of 
bio-butanol and I thought, this could go 
in a museum one day!’

The biofuel is made from the sugar-
rich kernels of barley, which are soaked 
in water to facilitate the fermentation 
process, and pot ale, the copper-
containing yeasty liquid that is left over 
following distillation. It is produced 
using a process that was first developed 
in the UK a century ago, but died out 
in competition with the petrochemical 
industry. Bio-butanol is now recognised 
as a direct replacement for petrol, and 
the company is seeking to reintroduce 

the process to Europe for the first time 
since the 1960s, using the millions of 
tonnes of annual whisky production 
residues as the raw material.

Prof Tangney has been researching 
the process for years, but his work 
suddenly became relevant in 2005 when 

David Ramey drove around America in 
a car powered entirely by butanol.  

‘Most biofuel is made from 
fermenting specially-grown food crops, 
which is obviously expensive. We 
needed a substitute that was low cost 
and sustainable. The whisky industry 
is one of the most important globally, 
producing a premium-quality product 
that has worldwide brand recognition, 
and it’s not going to disappear,’ Prof 
Tangney explains. ‘Whisky residue was 
an ideal solution because the waste is 
low value but problematic to dispose 
of. Our process provides a viable 24/7 

alternative for getting rid of waste, so 
it’s a perfect partner to the industry and 
it has the potential to expand as far as 
the whisky industry has.’

Celtic Renewables is now seeking 
funding to build a demonstration 
facility at the Grangemouth 
petrochemical plant. Company owners 
estimate it could be the market leader 
in an industry worth more than 
£100million to the UK economy. ‘I 
love the idea of people driving round 
Scotland with a component of their 
fuel made from waste from the biggest 
industry here,’ says Prof Tangney.  

We needed a 
substitute that 
was low cost and 
sustainable

I

We meet the boffin determined to have us all 
running round in cars powered by whisky waste
Written by  
Kirsty Smyth
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Arisaig is a contemporary Scottish 
restaurant and bar in Glasgow’s 
vibrant Merchant Square. 

Scotland’s fantastic natural produce 
is at the heart of our menus.

We have an amazing collection of 
Scottish malt whisky. Comprising 
old favourites, independent 
bottlings and some rare gems, 
Arisaig’s Scotch collection 
repays in-depth exploration. Our 
knowledgeable staff are happy to 
help diners navigate it.

Come and see us. We promise  
a warm, Scottish welcome.

A feast of Scotland at 
Arisaig Bar & Restaurant

+44 (0)141 553 1010   info@arisaigrestaurant.co.uk 
1 Merchant Square, Candleriggs, Glasgow G1 1LE 

www.arisaigrestaurant.co.uk

Arisaig Restaurant.indd   1 30/04/2015   11:33:44Glenmorangie Distillery_cask and still.indd   1 05/05/2015   13:24:54

Ballygrant Inn & Restaurant.indd   1 29/04/2015   16:53:14

Cromartie Buildings, Strathpeffer, IV14 9DG
t: 01997 421166   e: info@celticspirits.co.uk

w: www.celticspirits.co.uk

Celtic Spirits Whisky SHop.indd   1 01/05/2015   14:43:31
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Befuddled by the 
dizzying range of 

whiskies on offer? Feel 
the fog of confusion lift 
with our 21-page guide 

to what the real 
experts drink
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Islay

BUNNAHABHAIN 25 YEAR OLD
 225    46.3 

SELECTED BY ROBIN 
Robin attended the launch of this 
extraordinary dram on the Royal 
Yacht Britannia in 2005, which is 
very fitting as this is truly a regal 
malt.

NOSE: Aromas of figs, dates and 
spice leading onto crème brûlée 
and, finally, polished leather.

PALATE: A cultured balance 
of vanilla custard, almonds and 
summer berries, topped with a 
pulled sugar crown.

FINISH: Soft and dry finish, 
with a subtle hint of oakiness. 
A true king of kings. 

Islay

BUNNAHABHAIN 25 YEAR OLD
 225    46.3  46.3 

SELECTED BY ROBIN

Robin attended the launch of this 
extraordinary dram on the Royal 
Yacht Britannia in 2005, which is 
very fitting as this is truly a regal 

Aromas of figs, dates and 
spice leading onto crème brûlée 
and, finally, polished leather.

A cultured balance 
of vanilla custard, almonds and 
summer berries, topped with a 
pulled sugar crown.

Soft and dry finish, 
with a subtle hint of oakiness. 

Islay

with a subtle hint of oakiness. 

BUNNAHABHAIN 25 YEAR OLD

Robin attended the launch of this 
extraordinary dram on the Royal 
Yacht Britannia in 2005, which is 
very fitting as this is truly a regal 

Aromas of figs, dates and 
spice leading onto crème brûlée 

of vanilla custard, almonds and 
summer berries, topped with a 

Robin Russell
PROPRIETOR, ROBBIE’S 
DRAMS, AYR
www.robbieswhisky
merchants.com
Robbie’s Drams Whisky 
Merchants is a family-run 
business in the seaside town 
of Ayr – fiercely proud of its 
independent status and the 
personal service offered to 
customers as a result. Fine 
character and great whisky 
since 1984.

Douglas Wood
OWNER, WOODWINTERS 
WINES AND WHISKIES, 
BRIDGE OF ALLAN
www.woodwinters.com

With shops in Bridge of 
Allan and Edinburgh, 
WoodWinters was born 
from owner Douglas’ desire 
to share the magic of great 
wine – not the mystery. The 
same can be said for whisky, 
as Douglas talks us through 
his favourite Islay malts...

PROVENANCE 
CAOL ILA
YOUNG & FEISTY

 40    46
SELECTED BY ROBIN  
This dram is indeed young 
and feisty, which represents 
a new take on Islay malts. 

NOSE: Oily and vanilla’d as 
it opens on the nose, then 
detect ferry engine rooms, 
warm coastal rock pools 
and a perfect performance 
of peat.

PALATE: A full mouth 
coat of phenols, tar, 

chimney soot and 
ash, then more 
vanilla and sweet 
cereal.

FINISH: Long, full 
and smoky – all 
neatly replicated.

KILCHOMAN 
MACHIR BAY 2014

 44    46 
SELECTED BY ROBIN 

Machir Bay 2014 is the core 
expression launched 

originally in 2012. A vatting 
of five- and six-year-old 
single malt, matured in 
bourbon barrels and 
Oloroso sherry butts.

NOSE: Stewed fruits, 
forthright peaty aromas 
tinged with citrus.

PALATE: Fresh fruit 
cocktail, rich intense 
vanilla, bitter chocolate 
and cloves.

FINISH: Long and 
spicy with more 
dark chocolate. 
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BRUICHLADDICH ISLAY 
BARLEY 2007 ROCK SIDE    

 42   50 
SELECTED BY DOUGLAS

No age statement but a single vintage 
for this lovely expression of The 
Laddie. As the name suggests, the 
barley used is sourced solely from 
the island and, in this case, from a 
single farm, Rock Side, just to the 
north of the distillery.

NOSE: Aromas of warming sweet 
cereal and fabulous herbaceous 
characters, along with a hint of saline 
Manzanilla-esque freshness.

PALATE: Youthful with little to no peat 
character, but far from lacking in flavour. 
More fruity on the palate than the nose, 
with some delicate herbal and sweet, almost 
confectionery, notes.

FINISH: Refreshing and deceptively long if you 
linger over it.

CAOL ILA 15 YEAR OLD (2014 
SPECIAL RELEASE) 

 75   60.4  
SELECTED BY DOUGLAS

At the launch tasting of the 2014 Special 
Releases, this gorgeous Caol Ila stood out and 
held its own amongst vastly more expensive 
whiskies.

NOSE: Maritime aromas mix wonderfully with 
stone fruits just on the turn, lying on a herb 
and floral-scented orchard floor.

PALATE: Unusually for Caol Ila, this is 
unpeated, but it’s the texture and mouth-feel 
that is centre stage here. Some old-fashioned 
vanilla cordial, dried red fruits and both sweet 

and salted popcorn. Considering it is 60%, this is 
lovely uncut, showing sweet malt flavours under 
all that power and characteristic Caol Ila oilyness.

FINISH: Velvet fist in an iron glove.

BRUICHLADDICH ISLAY BRUICHLADDICH ISLAY 
BARLEY 2007 ROCK SIDE    BARLEY 2007 ROCK SIDE    

No age statement but a single vintage No age statement but a single vintage 
for this lovely expression of The 
Laddie. As the name suggests, the Laddie. As the name suggests, the 
barley used is sourced solely from barley used is sourced solely from 
the island and, in this case, from a the island and, in this case, from a 
single farm, Rock Side, just to the single farm, Rock Side, just to the 

Aromas of warming sweet 

characters, along with a hint of saline 

with some delicate herbal and sweet, almost 

CAOL ILA 15 YEAR OLD (2014 
SPECIAL RELEASE) 

 75   75  
SELECTED BY DOUGLAS

At the launch tasting of the 2014 Special 
Releases, this gorgeous Caol Ila stood out and 
held its own amongst vastly more expensive 
whiskies.

PORT 
ASKAIG 19 
YEAR OLD  

 95   50.4  
SELECTED BY DOUGLAS

An independently 
bottled single malt 
from an unnamed 
Islay distillery. We love 
this richly-structured 
full-flavoured islander.

NOSE: Coastal saltiness mingles with 
the aromas of a cosy pub fire and sweet, 
peaty warmth. 

PALATE: Fabulous. Unctuous, oily and 
powerful. Briny notes bring balance. It 
wears its alcohol very well, but a touch of 
water teases out tropical fruit flavours and 
broadens the palate.

FINISH: Mouth-coating texture wraps the 
flavours around the palate and plays them 
out for many minutes as this lovely dram 
warms you from your feet up.
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Ben Nevis Distillery.indd   1 05/05/2015   13:27:47

At Glencairn we have over four decades of experience 
in the design and creation of premium crystal decanters.
We understand that your brands are precious and that's 

why we’ve been chosen by the world's leading spirit 
brands to help them bring their brand's values to life.
If you would like to talk to us about what we could

do for your brand please get in touch.

Glencairn  Crystal Studio.indd   1 24/04/2015   12:18:33

By test the best

Scotland’s Oldest Independent Bottler
Whisky, Gin, Rum & Cognac

Individually selected casks
non chill-filtered and natural colour

www.wmcadenhead.com

172 Canongate
Royal Mile
Edinburgh
EH8 8BN

Tel: 0131 556 5864

Cadenheads.indd   1 05/05/2015   13:30:41

The Eddrachilles Hotel 

Whisky Bar
The Whisky Bar is situated in the lounge area of the hotel with 

spectacular views over Badcall Bay and Eddrachilles Bay, a 
nice place to sit in front of a fi re and enjoy a wee dram.

We have over 150 single malt whiskies and 17 blended or grain 
whiskies available and the list is continuously changing and 

increasing. Whisky tastings by arrangement.

Tel: 01971 502080
WWW.EDDRACHILLES.COM

Eddrachiles Hotel & Whisky Bar.indd   1 30/04/2015   09:41:33
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BRUICHLADDICH OCTOMORE 
EDITION 06. 15 YEAR OLD 

 109.99    57  

The sixth edition of experimental Octomore, famous for being 
made from the most heavily-peated barley on the planet, is 
full of surprises. 

NOSE: A big, peaty aroma with a soft, light, gentle, warm 
beach bonfire, couple with melted chocolate.

PALATE: With a PPM level of 167 it should blow your 
taste buds into next week, yet this whisky surprises 
again. Soft and minty, with a hint of cut grass – one 
to savour.

FINISH: Long and enjoyable, leaving you wanting to 
go back for more.

LAGAVULIN 
16 YEAR OLD  

 57.99    43  

For many, this is the 
definitive Islay malt. A spirit 
that likes to take its time – 
and deserves to be savoured 
accordingly.

NOSE: Big sherry, burnt 
marmalade, dark treacle and 
antiseptic on the side.

PALATE: Dry initially, followed by 
sweet sherry, then a salty, oily, peaty 
Islay explosion on the palate.

FINISH: Long and wonderful, like a 
cuddle in a glass.

BIG PEAT 
 39.99    46  

This marriage of malts contains 
whisky from Ardbeg, Caol Ila, 
Bowmore and Port Ellen. What a 
group.

NOSE: Initially salty and clean, 
similar to getting sprayed by the 
seas around Islay, coming onto the 
maltyness of the peat-dried barley.

PALATE: Char-grilled mango followed by 
summer barbecue smoke.

FINISH: Nice and long; dark treacle with a 
sharper bonfire smoke aroma.

Cameron McCann
OWNER, STIRLING WHISKY SHOP
www.stirlingwhiskyshop.com

Stirling Whisky Shop can be found within the 
Highland Hotel, en route to Stirling Castle. 
With a vast selection of whisky and gins, plus 
much more, Cameron and his knowledgeable 
staff will help you find that perfect dram.
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A. D. RATTRAY WHISKY 
EXPERIENCE, HOUSE 
MALT 3

 25    4O  
SELECTED BY RAPHAEL  

A rich and spicy six-year-old 
Craigellachie, produced from a 
single first-fill sherry hogshead. 

NOSE: Sweet, floral, Oloroso 
sherry, stewed plums and a 
hint of tobacco.

PALATE: Honeycomb, 
rich fruit, bitter orange and 
walnuts, with a hint of spice.

FINISH: Lingering and spicy.

GLENFARCLAS 
21 YEAR OLD

 83    43  
SELECTED BY RAPHAEL

A very nice, well-rounded whisky 
full of fruit, spices and smoke – 
what else could you want?

NOSE: All types of fruit; fresh, 
stewed and dried, with 
smoke.

PALATE: Light, smoky 
fruit cake with gentle 
spices, followed by 
hints of dark, oily 
chocolate.

FINISH: Fresh, 
smooth and 
lingering.

EXPERIENCE, HOUSE 
MALT 3

 25    25   
SELECTED BY RAPHAEL

A rich and spicy six-year-old 
Craigellachie, produced from a 
single first-fill sherry hogshead. 

full of fruit, spices and smoke – 
what else could you want?

All types of fruit; fresh, 
stewed and dried, with 

Light, smoky 
fruit cake with gentle 
spices, followed by 
hints of dark, oily 
chocolate.

FINISH: Fresh, 
smooth and 
lingering.

Raphael 
Marinoni
SHOP MANAGER, A.D. 
RATTRAY’S WHISKY 
SHOP, AYRSHIRE
www.adrattray.com
The A. D. Rattray Whisky 
Experience and Shop in 
Kirkoswald, Ayrshire, 
offers an extremely diverse 
range of drams – from 
popular brands to lesser-
known gems and individual 
cask bottlings. 

Mark Angus
RETAIL SALES MANAGER, 
GORDON & MACPHAIL, 
ELGIN
www.gordonand
macphail.com
Responsible for running 
Elgin’s flagship whisky shop, 
Mark selects the G&M Retail 
Exclusive range, organises 
Spirit of Speyside tastings 
and judges for the Scottish 
Field Whisky Challenge. 

A. D. RATTRAY WHISKY 
EXPERIENCE, HOUSE 
A. D. RATTRAY WHISKY 
EXPERIENCE, HOUSE 
MALT 3

Speyside
ABERLOUR 
A’BUNADH 

 49    60.4
SELECTED BY RAPHAEL  

Offers incredible 
value for money. Fruity 
and nutty, rich and 
full-bodied with lots of 
character and tons of 
flavour.

NOSE: Dark sherry, 
citrus, spices and bitter 
chocolate.

PALATE: Blackberries, 
stewed fruits, dark 
bittersweet chocolate and 
spices. Rich and creamy.

FINISH: Long-lasting.
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TAMDHU 
10 YEAR OLD 

 36.49   4O 
SELECTED BY MARK 
The ‘Can-Dhu’ spirit – the quality 
is defined by the hint of peat in its 
malted barley.

NOSE: Vanilla and sugared almonds, 
a hint of cinnamon, dried fruits and malty 
caramel.

PALATE: Dried fruit – prunes and apricots – 
layered in chocolate malt; well-balanced.

FINISH: Medium-dry; orange peel and a hint of peat.

STRATHMILL 
25 YEAR OLD   

 300   52.4 
SELECTED BY MARK   

Diageo’s 2014 special 
release, 1998 vintage 
Strathmill matured in refill 
American oak casks for 25 
years. Only 2,700 bottles 
have been produced.

NOSE: Honeyed biscuits, 
becoming more creamy with 
clotted cream fudge, lemon 
peel and brown sugar, then 
into lemon sorbet.

PALATE: More brown sugar 
notes, some sharper citrus and 
burnt toffee apples.

FINISH: A zingy menthol finish 
with spice.

25 YEAR OLD   
 300   300  

SELECTED BY MARK

Diageo’s 2014 special 
release, 1998 vintage 
Strathmill matured in refill 
American oak casks for 25 
years. Only 2,700 bottles 
have been produced.

NOSE:
becoming more creamy with 
clotted cream fudge, lemon 
peel and brown sugar, then 
into lemon sorbet.

PALATE:
notes, some sharper citrus and 
burnt toffee apples.

FINISH:
with spice.

G&M EXCLUSIVE 
GLENTAUCHERS  

 55   54.3  
SELECTED BY MARK  

This whisky was specially selected 
by Mark and bottled in 2014 for G&M 
Retail, matured in 1997. 

NOSE: Rich sherry influence, with 
hints of marzipan, almonds and 
butter toffee. Fresh red apple and 
orange peel come forth before being 
taken over by fresh dates and sweet 
vanilla.

PALATE: An initial malty dryness on 
the palate. Lashings of sweet sherry 
with a touch of white pepper spice.

FINISH: Long finish with an 
abundance of rich, dark chocolate 

intertwined with raisins and 
sultanas.

STRATHMILL 
25 YEAR OLD   

STRATHMILL 
25 YEAR OLD   

G&M EXCLUSIVE 
GLENTAUCHERS  

 55   55  
SELECTED BY MARK

This whisky was specially selected 
by Mark and bottled in 2014 for G&M 
Retail, matured in 1997. 

NOSE:
hints of marzipan, almonds and 
butter toffee. Fresh red apple and 
orange peel come forth before being 
taken over by fresh dates and sweet 
vanilla.

PALATE:PALATE:
the palate. Lashings of sweet sherry the palate. Lashings of sweet sherry 
with a touch of white pepper spice.with a touch of white pepper spice.

FINISH:FINISH:FINISH:FINISH:
abundance of rich, dark chocolate abundance of rich, dark chocolate 
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80 West Bow, Edinburgh, Tel: 0131 226 7667
email: bowbaredinburgh@gmail.com

Located in the heart of Edinburgh’s Old Town, the Bow Bar has 
280 whiskies to choose from and 8 real ales from across the UK. 
Independent whisky bottlers are well represented and up to 40 
international bottle beers can be found here. Food is limited to 

lunch only including Steak Pies or Haggis Pies.

Winner of: ‘Whisky Pub of the Year’ 2012, ‘Edinburgh Pub 
of the Year’ 2011, ‘Regional Pub of the Year’ 2011 

and ‘Dram Whisky Bar of the Year’ 2014.

THE BOW BAR

Bow Bar_cask and still.indd   1 05/05/2015   13:37:52

DISCOVER ABERFELDY SINGLE MALT WHISKY 

THE HEART OF DEWAR’S SCOTCH 

• Distillery tours 

throughout the day 

• Exhibition and heritage 

centre 

• Whisky lounge and cafe 

serving freshly prepared 

local produce 

• Distillery shop -      

limited editions and    

‘�ll your own’ bo�le 

• VIP and Private Tours 

available 

SUMMER 
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm  

Sun 12noon-4pm 

WINTER         
Mon-Sat 10am-4pm  
 

(last tour 1hr before closing) 

Aberfeldy Distillery, Aberfeldy, Perthshire, PH15 2EB  

Tel: +44 (0)1887 822010  www.dewars.com 

AberfeldyDistillery@Dewars.com 

Enjoy Dewar’s responsibly 

Dewars World of Whisky_cask and still.indd   1 24/04/2015   12:11:47

BE PART OF OUR UNIQUE WHISKY EVENT
Great! Then why not apply for a place at our exciting reader’s day 

event taking place on Monday 27 July 2015 at the Scotch Malt 

Whisky Society, Queen Street in Edinburgh? We are looking for 

people from all levels of experience from the novice to the seasoned 

afi cionado to help choose three ‘readers choice’ whiskies to enter 

the Scottish Field Whisky Challenge grand fi nal later this year. So if 

you are available from 10am on Monday 27 July 2015 and would 

like to spend a day in the company of two of our main judging 

panel for a tutored blind tasting then email whisky@scottishfi eld.

co.uk with your name, address, telephone number, age and a little bit 

about your background and why we should choose you for this year’s 

panel. Places are limited and you need to be over 18 to apply.

Do you share our passion for whisky and would you like to be part of a unique reader experience?

Scottish Field promotes responsible drinking

2015 Readers challenge ad.indd   1 05/05/2015   13:39:19
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KNOCKANDO 12 YEAR OLD (2000)

 39.75    43  

Knockando is now a lot deeper than previous 
bottlings. Still light and elegant, but now an 
excellent any-time-of-day dram.

NOSE: Perfume and orange at the start. 
Honey and malt breakfast cereal. Gentle spices 
and cracked pepper.

PALATE: A rounded, balanced taste with 
sherry and vanilla essence. Treacle toffee 
and hints of cardamom.

FINISH: The spiciness grows on the finish, 
adding complexity.

CARDHU 
18 YEAR OLD 

 79.95    40  

A real step-up from the 12 
year old. Still smooth and 
rounded, but with extra 
satisfying dimensions.

NOSE: Cherries, raisins 
and toffee come through 
initially with a rock salt 
edge, then orange peel – 
so many layers, all subtle 
and elegant.

PALATE: Creamy orange 
with spicy dried fruit. Nicely 
oily. Notes of leather and 
coconut develop with a milk 
chocolate topping.

FINISH: The finish is gently 
warming and spicy. It’s an 
“ahhhh” moment. 

GLENFARCLAS 
25 YEARS 
OLD

 116.99    43  

This is a great 
example of a sherry 
cask whisky where the 

sherry does not dominate 
but supports other flavours.

NOSE: Demerara-coated 
summer fruits laced with orange 
liqueur, with a fig biscuit dunked 

in it. Water brings out yet more 
dried fruit.

PALATE: Sugar candy at the 
start, followed by wood spice, then 
orange liqueur and boiled sweets 
over banana chewy sweets.

FINISH: Intense, long-lasting, dry, 
smoky and malty. A dark Belgian 

chocolate taste at the back of your 
mouth completes the finish.

Honey and malt breakfast cereal. Gentle spices 

CARDHU 
18 YEAR OLD 

A real step-up from the 12 
year old. Still smooth and 
rounded, but with extra 
satisfying dimensions.

sherry does not dominate 
but supports other flavours.

summer fruits laced with orange summer fruits laced with orange 
liqueur, with a fig biscuit dunked 

in it. Water brings out yet more 

Sugar candy at the 
start, followed by wood spice, then start, followed by wood spice, then 
orange liqueur and boiled sweets 
over banana chewy sweets.

Intense, long-lasting, dry, 
smoky and malty. A dark Belgian 

chocolate taste at the back of your 

Mike Lord
OWNER, THE WHISKY SHOP 
DUFFTOWN
www.whiskyshopdufftown.com

The Whisky Shop Dufftown offers an 
exceptional selection of over 600 whiskies. 
Based in the heart of Speyside, WSD prides 
itself in being an all-round independent 
whisky information centre. Mike takes us 
on a tasting tour of malt whisky county...
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Highland

ROBERTSONS TOMATIN CASK 
STRENGTH

 44.95    57.2 
SELECTED BY EWAN 
A ‘masterful’ single cask bottling of Tomatin, or 
that’s how Ewan’s colleague, sales manager 

Iain Forteath, describes it – a cask so good 
he bought the whole thing. Only 282 

bottles have been produced.

NOSE: Instantly sweet, with 
vanilla and peach fruit and a 

touch of pear drops. 

PALATE: Creamy and 
sweet, with hazelnuts 
and white chocolate. The 
cask-strength alcohol 
is a tad prickly but this 
smooths with a few 
drops of water.

FINISH: Creamy and 
soft with a gentle 
moreish quality and 
a growing dried 
papaya note.

Highland
CÀRN MÒR MORTLACH 16 YEAR OLD

 59.95    46  
SELECTED BY EWAN

A delicious dual-cask bottling of sherry-finished Mortlach from the 
clever folk at Morrison & Mackay.

NOSE: Toasted hazelnuts and cashews, with soft vanilla and 
nutmeg notes. A spot of water brings more chocolate and toffee.

PALATE: Sweet vanilla, milk chocolate and gentle spices. Water 
adds to the sweetness and brings out flavours of salted caramel.

FINISH: Gentle and mouth-coating, with sweet vanilla and spice. Like 
warm banana bread.

EDRADOUR 
BALLECHIN  

10 YEAR OLD
 42.95    46

SELECTED BY EWAN  
A relatively new addition to the 

Edradour core range. A lovely, 
heavily peated Highlander from 

Robertson’s local distillery.

NOSE: Rich, smoky and meaty with 
notes of iodine, damp woodland, 

burnt sugar and a touch of white 
chocolate.

PALATE: Sweet, smooth, 
smoky and slightly 
salted. Oily mouthfeel, 
with crispy bacon and 

maple syrup. Like a 
pedigree Islay without the 

sea influence.

FINISH: Short and sweet – literally. 
A creamy, smoky note gently 

lingers. This finish is lengthened and 
sweetened with water.
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Ewan 
McIlwraith
OWNER, ROBERTSONS 
OF PITLOCHRY
www.robertsonsof
pitlochry.co.uk

Ewan took over the 
running of Robertsons of 
Pitlochry in January 2013. 
His extensive background 
in drinks retail has led him 
to discover some top-class 
whiskies, but none finer 
than these three...

Donald Brown 
MANAGER, WM 
CADENHEAD, 
CAMPBELTOWN 
www.wmcadenhead.com

The Campbeltown branch 
of Scotland’s oldest 
independent bottler, 
established in 1842,  is 
overseen by Donald, whose 
passion for Highland 
whiskies is second-to-none.

DUTHIES HIGHLAND  
 27.50   46

SELECTED BY DONALD  
Duthies Regional Collection celebrates 
the individual style of each of the 
regions of Scotland. This is a skilful 
marriage of several Highland malt 
whiskies.

NOSE: Soft, ripe pears and green 
apples.

PALATE: Honey, gingerbread 
and soft spice.

FINISH: Toffee and growing floral 
notes.

BLAIR ATHOL 12 YEAR 
OLD FLORA & FAUNA 

 47.99   43
SELECTED BY DONALD  
A bit of a hidden gem with 
a growing underground 
following.

NOSE: Rich sherry fruit 
cake, with earthy 
overtones.

PALATE: Very 
fruity, red currants, 
dark cherries 
and some 
spiced orange 
notes. Dunnage 
warehouses and 
soft spice.

FINISH: A thick 
chewy finish; 
sherry interplaying 
with spice and 
dark chocolate.

DUTHIES HIGHLAND  
 27.50   27.50   46 46

SELECTED BY DONALD  
Duthies Regional Collection celebrates 
the individual style of each of the 
regions of Scotland. This is a skilful 
marriage of several Highland malt 
whiskies.

NOSE: Soft, ripe pears and green 
apples.

PALATE: Honey, gingerbread 
and soft spice.

FINISH: Toffee and growing floral 
notes.

marriage of several Highland malt 
whiskies.

NOSE:
apples.

PALATE:
and soft spice.

FINISH:
notes.

TOMATIN LEGACY 
 25.99   43

SELECTED BY DONALD

At a time of crazily priced, no 
age statement whiskies, it is 
refreshing to see Tomatin 

release this excellent 
entry-level whisky.

NOSE: Very fresh 
and juicy, with lots of 
zesty citrus notes. 
Lots of lemon, lime 
and developing 
creaminess.

PALATE: Vanilla 
very much 
evident, along 
with black 
pepper and more 
syrupy fruits – 
peaches and 
mangoes.

FINISH: A little 
grassy, with 
growing spice 
and honey.

His extensive background 
in drinks retail has led him 
to discover some top-class 
whiskies, but none finer 
than these three...BLAIR ATHOL 12 YEAR 

OLD FLORA & FAUNA 

A bit of a hidden gem with 
a growing underground 

Rich sherry fruit 

sherry interplaying 

TOMATIN LEGACY TOMATIN LEGACY 
 25.99   25.99  

SELECTED BY DONALD

At a time of crazily priced, no 
age statement whiskies, it is 
refreshing to see Tomatin 

release this excellent 
entry-level whisky.

NOSE:
and juicy, with lots of 

and honey.
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SPRINGBANK 
15 YEAR OLD

54.50   46

Largely Oloroso cask 
matured, this is a classic 
Springbank – the character 
is very much to the fore. 
Distilled two and a half times 
from lightly-peated malt.  

NOSE: The sherry cask 
influence is apparent, 
combining well with dark 
chocolate, almonds and 
salted caramel. 

PALATE: A rich, oily, full-
bodied dram. Raisins, figs, 

marzipan and all kinds 
of creamy goodness. 
Well-balanced, 
complex and 
elegant.

FINISH: A touch 
of oak, old 
leather and 

just the 
slightest 

hint of peat 
round this 

characterful 
whisky off 

nicely.

HAZELBURN 
10 YEAR OLD

 35.60    46

Springbank’s triple-distilled and 
unpeated malt, Hazelburn 10 year 
old is entirely matured in American 
oak ex-bourbon barrels.

NOSE: Stewed pears, baked 
apples, with notes of honeycomb 
and homemade fudge.

PALATE: Vanilla and honey are 
both evident from the bourbon 
casks. Refreshingly zesty, with 
lemon drops, barley sugar and a 
wee bit of oak.

FINISH: Very refined, 
pleasingly oily and chewy 
without being overpowering. 
Gentle sweetness lingers on 
the tongue.

Largely Oloroso cask 
matured, this is a classic 
Springbank – the character 
is very much to the fore. 
Distilled two and a half times 
from lightly-peated malt.  

NOSE: The sherry cask 
influence is apparent, 
combining well with dark 
chocolate, almonds and 
salted caramel. salted caramel. 

PALATE:PALATE: A rich, oily, full-
bodied dram. Raisins, figs, bodied dram. Raisins, figs, 

marzipan and all kinds 
of creamy goodness. 
Well-balanced, 
complex and 
elegant.

FINISH:

Campbeltown

FINISH:
of oak, old 
leather and 

just the 
slightest 

hint of peat 
round this 

characterful 
whisky off 

nicely.

FINISH:
of oak, old 
leather and 

just the 
slightest 

hint of peat 
round this 

characterful 
whisky off 

nicely.

chocolate, almonds and 
salted caramel. 

A rich, oily, full-
bodied dram. Raisins, figs, 

marzipan and all kinds 
of creamy goodness. of creamy goodness. 
Well-balanced, Well-balanced, 
complex and 

A touch 

leather and LONGROW 18 YEAR OLD
 85    46

Made from barley peated to around 45ppm, this whisky 
displays an excellent smoky, maritime character without 
being overwhelmingly peaty. Double-distilled.

NOSE: A very complex nose; citrus, peaches and 
orange zest give a sweet, fruity entry, with a gentle 
smoky and earthy aroma developing over time.

PALATE: Caramel latte, gingerbread and mixed spices 
to the fore, followed by vanilla, light saltiness and 
creamy sweetness.

FINISH: Long and sweet. Dried fruits and milk chocolate 
lead into an extremely enjoyable swirl of peat smoke.

 
Brian Gibson
DIRECTOR, T. B. WATSON, 
DUMFRIES
www.drambusters.com

T. B. Watson Ltd. has been trading in Dumfries 
since 1909, and now runs The Drambusters website 
and whisky club, with more than 300 members. 
Company director Brian, a Keeper of the Quaich, 
takes us on a tasting tour of Campbeltown.
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AUCHENTOSHAN 
VALINCH 2012

 42.99    57.2

The only remaining distillery 
that employs a true full-time 
third distillation. This is the 
second release, limited and 
extremely seductive.

NOSE: Crème brûlée, 
woody notes, citrus peel, 

some spirit heat due 
to the high abv, 
vanilla, honey and 
spices.

PALATE: Creamy 
custard, lemon 
meringue pie, 
barley sugars, 
and a touch of 
cinnamon and 
coconut, but also 
some fresh fruit 
notes.

FINISH: Much 
more drying; 
woody spices 
and white 
pepper, but 
with creamy 
orange vanilla 
notes. Try 
a touch of 
water.

CAMERONBRIDGE 19 YEAR 
OLD 1995 SIGNATORY

 26.99    43

Popular with us Fifers and a good 
example of a youngish grain.

NOSE: Freshly-baked sponge cake, 
melted butter, vanilla and a hint of 
cloves. 

PALATE: Soft, creamy, vanilla; 
slightly spicy, a touch of orange.

FINISH: Medium-length, grainy, 
orange peel and honey.

ROSEBANK 12 YEAR OLD 
FLORA & FAUNA

 199.99    43

Generally considered to be the 
best of the closed Lowland single 
malt distilleries. A superb triple-
distilled malt.  

NOSE: Enticing floral aromas 
along with mandarin and citrus 

fruit; slightly creamy, herbal 
freshness and winter spice.

PALATE: Light, delicate 
and quite sweet. Tangerines, 
sugared peels, Cointreau-like 
spice and clean grassy notes.

FINISH: Medium-length, honey, 
spice, a touch of smoke and a 
lovely lift of mint on the end. 

A desert island dram.

AUCHENTOSHAN 
VALINCH 2012

 42.99    57.2 57.2

The only remaining distillery 
that employs a true full-time 
third distillation. This is the 
second release, limited and 
extremely seductive.

NOSE: Crème brûlée, 
woody notes, citrus peel, 

ROSEBANK 12 YEAR OLD ROSEBANK 12 YEAR OLD 
FLORA & FAUNAFLORA & FAUNA

 199.99    199.99    43 43

Generally considered to be the 
best of the closed Lowland single 
malt distilleries. A superb triple-
distilled malt.  distilled malt.  

NOSE: Enticing floral aromas Enticing floral aromas 
along with mandarin and citrus along with mandarin and citrus 

fruit; slightly creamy, herbal 
woody notes, citrus peel, 

some spirit heat due 

AUCHENTOSHAN 
VALINCH 2012

 42.99    42.99   

The only remaining distillery 
that employs a true full-time 
third distillation. This is the 
second release, limited and 
extremely seductive.

NOSE:
woody notes, citrus peel, 

some spirit heat due 

Lowland

 
Stuart Easton
LUVIANS BOTTLE SHOP, 
CUPAR & ST ANDREWS
www.luvians.com

Luvians has been dedicated to providing the best of 
everything since 1983. The impressive ‘Great Wall 
of Luvians’ contains more than 800 malt whiskies, 
and its unparalleled range of spirits and wines 
makes it a must-see bottle shop. 

fruit; slightly creamy, herbal 
freshness and winter spice.

Light, delicate 
and quite sweet. Tangerines, 
sugared peels, Cointreau-like 
spice and clean grassy notes.

Medium-length, honey, 
spice, a touch of smoke and a 
lovely lift of mint on the end. 

fruit; slightly creamy, herbal 
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BlendsBlends

DOUGLAS LAING SCALLYWAG
 39.45    46 

SELECTED BY NICK 
A delightful blend of some of Speyside’s finest 

distilleries, including Mortlach, Macallan and 
Glenrothes.

NOSE: Richly spiced, with vanilla sweetness and 
dried fruit.

PALATE: Stewed fruit and Christmas cake, balanced 
with cinnamon and nutmeg.

FINISH: Dark chocolate, orange and sweet tobacco.

Stewed fruit and Christmas cake, balanced 

SPRINGBANK SPIRIT 
OF FREEDOM 30 
YEAR OLD

 80    46
SELECTED BY NICK   
A limited release 
of 2,014 bottles 
to celebrate the 
700th anniversary 
of the Battle of 
Bannockburn.

NOSE: Cream, vanilla, 
honey and tropical fruit.

PALATE: Creamy – 
pineapple, orange, honey 
and balanced sweetness.

FINISH: Long and rich with 
a touch of oak.

COMPASS BOX PEAT MONSTER
 39.99    46

SELECTED BY NICK  
An innovative blend where the Islands 
meet Speyside – artful blending at its 
best.

NOSE: Peat, smoke, sea salt and a 
delicate medicinal note.

PALATE: Full-flavoured, heavy smoke, 
touch of oak, sweetness and light fruit.

FINISH: Delicate 
finish of oak, vanilla 
and spice.
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Nick Sullivan
OWNER & MANAGER,
THE ABERDEEN WHISKY 
SHOP
www.aberdeen
whiskyshop.co.uk

Nick oversees the smooth 
running of The Aberdeen 
Whisky Shop at the west 
end of the city’s Union 
Street. His top three blends 
can be found among 
an enormous range of 
whiskies, including several 
highly collectable bottles. 

Gareth Van 
Rooyen
MANAGER, WHISKI SHOP,
EDINBURGH
www.whiskishop.com

This hybrid venue at the top 
of The Mound in Edinburgh 
features a bistro, bar and 
whisky shop – a one-stop 
venue for the discerning 
drinker around the city.

JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE LABEL 
 185   4O  

SELECTED BY GARETH 

Made using rare hand-selected casks of 
old age, many would argue the pinnacle of 

whisky blending has been reached. 

NOSE: Mellow and well-rounded, 
complex with crisp spices. Dark 

fruit sweetness blending nutty 
characters, with subtle citrus 

and dry smoke.

PALATE: Good balance 
and velvety smooth. 
Toffee, toasted oak, 
honey, soft lingering 
smoke. Dark chocolate 
and orange peel with 
hazelnuts.

FINISH: Rich, long and 
very smooth. Grainy 

sweetness marrying 
honey, soft pepper 

and spices, with a 
touch of gentle 

smoke.

BLACK BOTTLE 
 20.50   40  

SELECTED BY GARETH 

A bold design going 
back to its roots in 1879. 
An elegant, smooth 
drink that should be on 
everyone’s list.

NOSE: Fresh and 
floral, leading to spicy 
oak and Demerara 
sugar. Soft rich fruits, 
with sweet peat 
and delicate coastal 
aromas.

PALATE: Rich, viscous 
and moreish. Laden 
with fruitcake and 
ginger spice. Soft peat 
and smoke balanced 
by sweet oak and 
honey.

FINISH: Soft and 
lingering, offering 
elegant spices of 
nutmeg and pepper 
with gentle, sweet peat 
smoke.

Toffee, toasted oak, 
honey, soft lingering 
smoke. Dark chocolate 
and orange peel with 
hazelnuts.

FINISH: Rich, long and 
very smooth. Grainy 

sweetness marrying 
honey, soft pepper 

and spices, with a 
touch of gentle 

smoke.

Nick Sullivan
OWNER & MANAGER,
THE ABERDEEN WHISKY 
SHOP

Good balance 

smoke. Dark chocolate 
and orange peel with 

Rich, long and 
very smooth. Grainy 

BALLANTINE’S 17 YEAR OLD   
 52.99   43

SELECTED BY GARETH   
This stunning blend picked up Jim 

Murray’s Whisky Bible 2014 Best Scotch 
Blend of the Year – and for good 
reason.

NOSE: Rich complexity, combining 
malty tones, honey, pear drops, 
sweet peat, damp wood and a hint 
of smoke.

PALATE: Well-balanced and 
mouth-watering. Sweet grain, 
malty, fudgy with citrus notes. 
Soft oak, delicate smoke and 
sweet peat bring balance.

FINISH: Long and sweet. 
Creamy vanilla and cocoa, 
followed by delicate spices 
and soft fruits, introducing a 
touch of oak smoke.
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Where better to sample 
Scotland’s finest export than 
in a bar that was opened over 
120 years ago for that very 
purpose? On the banks of the 
River Spey, The Quaich bar in 
The Craigellachie boasts one 
of Scotland’s largest selection 
of single malt whiskies.

The Quaich offers a large 
selection of single malt 
whiskies by the glass, with 
well over 700 bottles. The 
selection includes popular 
locally made whiskies and 
some unique ones which 
can only be found at The 
Craigellachie. 

The Craigellachie Hotel Victoria Street, Speyside, 
Banffshire AB38 9SR. Tel: 01340 881204

www.craigellachiehotel.co.uk

The Craigellachie Hotel.indd   1 05/05/2015   13:47:06

Book early to avoid disappointment - enquiries@platinumgolfscotland.com 
or call Lynda or Stuart on +44 (0)1382 447552 to make your reservation

For full competition details www.platinumgolfscotland.com

SCOTTISH GOLF & 
WHISKY GALORE TOURNAMENT

16th - 22nd August 2015
Come and take part in an experience that combines playing golf on 4 very different links golf 

courses in beautiful scenery and sample the delights of some of Scotland’s finest Whisky. 
Four rounds of golf, 3 Whisky Distillery visits, Whisky tastings, Whisky history and full social 

programme will make this a memorable Golf and Whisky journey.

• 6 nights bed & full Scottish breakfast accommodation Ugadale Hotel and Cottages Machrihanish 
or the Royal Hotel Campbeltown

• Four rounds of golf - Machrihanish Dunes; Machrihanish; Dunaverty; Shiskine on the Island of Arran
• Daily prizes and overall prizes
• Welcome reception
• Golf Quiz night
• Casino night
• 3 Distillery visits - Glen Scotia, Springbank & Isle of Arran
• Whisky tastings and Whisky history
• Transport to the golf courses and whisky distilleries
• Gala presentation 3 course dinner

Package price based on 2 people sharing a twin or double room: £749.00 per person.

Sponsored by

ONLY 25% 

DEPOSIT 
required to 

secure 

your place.

Scotland’s  
Best Inbound Golf  

Tour Operator

Book early to avoid disappointment - enquiries@platinumgolfscotland.com 
or call Lynda or Stuart on +44 (0)1382 447552 to make your reservation

For full competition details www.platinumgolfscotland.com

SCOTTISH GOLF & 
WHISKY GALORE TOURNAMENT

16th - 22nd August 2015
Come and take part in an experience that combines playing golf on 4 very different links golf 

courses in beautiful scenery and sample the delights of some of Scotland’s finest Whisky. 
Four rounds of golf, 3 Whisky Distillery visits, Whisky tastings, Whisky history and full social 

programme will make this a memorable Golf and Whisky journey.

• 6 nights bed & full Scottish breakfast accommodation Ugadale Hotel and Cottages Machrihanish 
or the Royal Hotel Campbeltown

• Four rounds of golf - Machrihanish Dunes; Machrihanish; Dunaverty; Shiskine on the Island of Arran
• Daily prizes and overall prizes
• Welcome reception
• Golf Quiz night
• Casino night
• 3 Distillery visits - Glen Scotia, Springbank & Isle of Arran
• Whisky tastings and Whisky history
• Transport to the golf courses and whisky distilleries
• Gala presentation 3 course dinner

Package price based on 2 people sharing a twin or double room: £749.00 per person.

Sponsored by

ONLY 25% 

DEPOSIT 
required to 

secure 

your place.

Scotland’s  
Best Inbound Golf  

Tour Operator

SCOTTISH GOLF & 
WHISKY GALORE TOURNAMENT

16th - 22nd August 2015

Come and take part in an experience that combines playing golf cours-
es in beautiful scenery and sample the delights of some of Scotland’s 
finest Whisky. Four rounds of golf, 3 Whisky Distillery visits, Whisky 
tastings, Whisky history and full social programme will make this a 

memorable Golf and Whisky journey.

• 6 night’s bed & full Scottish breakfast

• 4 rounds of golf

• Visits to 3 Whisky Distilleries

• Whisky tastings & whisky stories

• Welcome reception

• Casino night

• Gala dinner

• Transport to and from the courses

Package price based on 2 sharing a twin or double room: £749

10% off forCask and Still Readers!Quote ‘CS15’Scotland’s Best 
Inbound Golf 
Tour Operator

Platinum Gold Scotland Ltd.indd   1 05/05/2015   12:04:21

Vote
FOR YOUR FAVOURITE
BAR & DISTILLERY VISITOR EXPERIENCE
Now in its fi fteenth year, the Scottish Field Whisky Challenge is back and better than ever. Who will be 
crowned Scottish Field Distillery Visitor Experience 2015 and Scottish Field Whisky Bar 2015? Voting 
opens on 18 May so make your vote count. Go to www.scottishfi eld.co.uk/votenow

VOTING OPENS 18 MAY 2015
SFWC Vote for your fav bar_distillery.indd   1 05/05/2015   13:42:31
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CADENHEAD’S 
CAMERONBRIDGE 
11 YEAR OLD  

 43    64

Cadenhead’s single cask bottling from 
Fife’s grain distillery, aged in a bourbon 
cask.

NOSE: Butter shortbread, honeydew 
melon and icing sugar; reduction 
reveals floral chamomile, tomato leaf 
and dill herbal notes.

PALATE: Very spirity but also very 
juicy –  pears and lemon citrus. 
With water it features yellow 
pepper, salted-butter and white 
toast.

FINISH: Soft exotic fruits, 
bananas, linger on finish.

NORTH BRITISH 1997  
 28    43

Edinburgh’s only whisky distillery, 
and the source of the great 
sweet reek which overhangs 
the city. 

NOSE: Fairly light but sweet 
aromas: cereal malts, toffee, 
cinnamon stick, Brazil nuts, 

orange blossom and dried 
apple.

PALATE: Mouth- 
coating oily texture, 
more of that sweet 
toffee and biscuity 
character, dried 
stone fruits and 
toasted almonds.

FINISH: Oilyness 
dries up pretty 
quickly, nuttiness 
and citrus scents 
remain. 

CAMERON BRIG
 26    40

The grain whisky that everyone 
knows of – this veritable brand 

has to be your starting point.   

NOSE: Quite dark aromas with 
underlying sweetness: walnut, old 
leather, tobacco leaf, soft molasses, 
stewed peaches and prunes in syrup.

PALATE: Initially sweet, with 
caramelised apricots and black 
pepper, quickly accompanied by 
notes of smoked chestnuts and 
unrefined sugar.

FINISH: Dry and bitter, almost 
as the woody fragrance of dark 

pipe smoke.

NORTH BRITISH 1997  
 43

Edinburgh’s only whisky distillery, 
and the source of the great 
sweet reek which overhangs 

Fairly light but sweet 
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character, dried character, dried 
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toasted almonds.

FINISH:
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Initially sweet, with 
caramelised apricots and black 
pepper, quickly accompanied by 
notes of smoked chestnuts and 

Dry and bitter, almost 
as the woody fragrance of dark 

leather, tobacco leaf, soft molasses, 
stewed peaches and prunes in syrup.

Initially sweet, with 
caramelised apricots and black 

stewed peaches and prunes in syrup.

 
Stuart Campbell
OWNER, FYNE WINES, 
LOCHGILPHEAD
www.fynewines.co.uk

Opened in 2013, Fyne Wines is Argyll’s independent 
drinks merchant, offering a large selection of Scotch 
whiskies, fine wines, craft beers and artisan spirits. 
Just 20 miles north of Kennacraig, Fyne Wines is 
the ideal whisky stop-off for any Islay trip. Owner 
Stuart talks us through his top three grain whiskies.
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BUSHMILLS 21 
YEAR OLD

 133    40

A mix of bourbon and 
sherry casks are used to 
mature this Irish whiskey 
for 19 years, with the last two 
years being spent finishing in 
ex-Madeira casks. This is the top 
of Bushmills’ regular range and is 
produced in limited numbers, with each 
bottle numbered.

NOSE: Caramelised toffee and dark 
chocolate.

PALATE: Wow! Rich raisins and fruity 
notes that cling to the palate.

FINISH: A burst of mint that ends in an 
intense liquorice finale.

THE ENGLISH WHISKY CO. 
CHAPTER 11

 39.99    46

Produced in Roudham, Norfolk, this three-year- 
old whisky is matured in American bourbon oak 
casks with no colour or flavour added. 

NOSE: Sweet and creamy with hints of ginger, 
aniseed, white pepper, vanilla and pear drops. 

PALATE: Creamy and clean barley at first, 
then peat. Sandpaper slowly builds and 
fills every corner of the mouth without 
overpowering. 

FINISH: Savoury dry peat, then tropical fruits – 
pineapple and mango. 

PENDERYN MALT 
MADEIRA CASK FINISH

 41.40    46

The Gold Medal award-winning 
single malt whisky from the 
only distillery in Wales. This 
unique single malt whisky is 
distilled in a unique copper 
pot still, matured in bourbon 
barrels, finished in Madeira 
casks and bottled at 
premium strength to impart 
a generous flavour of 
subtle complexity. 

NOSE: Classic freshness 
with aromas of cream 
toffee, rich fruit and 
raisins.

PALATE: Crisp and finely 
rounded, with the sweetness 
to balance an appetising 
dryness.

FINISH: Notes of tropical 
fruit, raisins and vanilla 
persist.

Uk & IrelandUk & Ireland

Wow! Rich raisins and fruity 

A burst of mint that ends in an 

 
Michael MacKenzie
OWNER, CELTIC SPIRITS,
STRATHPEFFER
www.celticspirits.co.uk

As a third-generation distiller who 
previously worked with Guinness 
and Diageo, Michael is always ready 
to share his whisky knowedge and 
recommendations with visitors to 
Celtic Spirits. 
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Japanese
NIKKA FROM THE BARREL 

 36.50    51.4

An old favourite and the first Japanese whisky 
I was introduced to – a cask-strength blend 
that takes no prisoners. 

NOSE: Red apple, melon, a faint whiff of 
smoke and a herbal note, along with lovely 
vanilla and butterscotch.

PALATE: Spicy and warm with some stewed 
apples and melon, with a pleasant herbal finish.

FINISH: Light, long and exciting. Fresh and 
powerful.

HIBIKI 12 YEAR OLD 
 56    43

The wee brother of the supremely 
elegant 17 year old.

NOSE: Enticing and rich with 
apple pie, vanilla and coconut, 
some sweet citrus notes and a 
touch of barley sugar.

PALATE: Lovely oily texture; 
elegant, full of butterscotch, 
coconut.

FINISH: A real gem of a 
whisky – classy and balanced.

TAKETSURU 
17 YEAR OLD

 91.50    43

Named after the company’s 
founder, this blended malt shows 
the real quality of Japanese malt 
whisky. 

NOSE: A rich, intense nose packed 
with spice, citrus, chocolate, toffee 
and a slight earthy note.

PALATE: Surprisingly intense for 
only 43% – the sherry notes come 

through with spice and cocoa again, 
backed by toffee apple and a whisper 

of smoke on the very long finish.

FINISH: Complex and approachable; a 
robust whisky which exudes quality. 

Japanese

HIBIKI 12 YEAR OLD 

The wee brother of the supremely 
elegant 17 year old.

NOSE:
apple pie, vanilla and coconut, 
some sweet citrus notes and a 
touch of barley sugar.
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TAKETSURU 
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 91.50    91.50   

Named after the company’s 
founder, this blended malt shows 
the real quality of Japanese malt 
whisky. whisky. 

NOSE:
with spice, citrus, chocolate, toffee 
and a slight earthy note.

PALATE:
only 43% – the sherry notes come 

through with spice and cocoa again, 
backed by toffee apple and a whisper 

of smoke on the very long finish.

FINISH:
robust whisky which exudes quality. 

Matt McFadyen
CO-FOUNDER, THE GOOD SPIRITS CO., 
GLASGOW
www.thegoodspiritsco.com

Matt can usually be found at the helm of The 
Good Spirits Company on Glasgow’s Bath 
Street, hosting monthly whisky, gin and 
cocktail tastings, or on the judging panel 
for the Scottish Field Whisky Challenge. 
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STROMA MALT WHISKY 
LIQUEUR

 21.99    35

Smooth, sweet tasting, warming, 
finishing with rugged undertones 
and a comforting afterglow.

SERVE: Neat, over ice, or indulge 
over ice cream.

Angela Costello
MANAGER, J.A. MACKAY, 
THURSO
www.getwhisky.com

J.A. Mackay is a family-run licensed grocer shop 
in Thurso, established for more than 40 years, 
with an extensive range of malt whisky, liqueurs 
and spirits. Shop manager Angela puts forward 
her top three recommended Scottish liqueurs...

EDRADOUR CREAM 
LIQUEUR

 19.99    17

This cream liqueur combines only the 
finest Scottish cream and Scotland’s 
smallest distillery’s single malt whisky.

SERVE: Over ice to enjoy the velvety 
fruitcake flavour.

ORKNEY WINE COMPANY
TAAK HID SLOE

 17.50    17

This sloe and bramble liqueur has 
a clean, aromatic fruity nose with a 
pleasant bittersweet palate.

SERVE: Drink on its own or enjoy 
with dark chocolate.

Liqueurs
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BourbonBourbonBourbonBourbon

Chris Lockett
OWNER, LOCKETT BROS, 
NORTH BERWICK
www.lockettbros.co.uk

Chris opened Lockett Bros in 2004 after 
returning from his travels throughout Australia 
and New Zealand, sampling the finest local wines 
along the way. Now back in North Berwick, Chris 
goes travelling once again – this time to talk 
through his top three bourbons.

ELIJAH CRAIG 
12 YEAR OLD 

 35    47

A truly complete small 
batch premium bourbon. 
A benchmark for many, 
this offers outstanding 
value for money.     

NOSE: So much going on 
here – mainly fudge, plum, 
sweet molasses and honey.

PALATE: Full and smooth, 
richly textured, with dark 
chocolate, sweet oak and 
dried fruit.

FINISH: Wonderfully long, with lingering oak 
toastiness.

MICHTER’S UNBLENDED 
AMERICAN WHISKEY  

 55    41.7

This incredible whiskey is defined as 
whiskey (not bourbon) due to the use of  
bourbon-soaked oak casks.

NOSE: Complex, with candied 
sweetness, butterscotch and vanilla, 
subtle fruitiness and cherry notes.

PALATE: Lovely soft mouthfeel with 
the fruitiness shining through, with 
hints of caramel, toffee, dried fruit 
and sweet oak.

FINISH: Ripe and rounded, with a tickle 
of spice and ripe fruit.

So much going on 
here – mainly fudge, plum, 
sweet molasses and honey.

Full and smooth, 

chocolate, sweet oak and 

JOHN E. FITZGERALD 
LARCENY BOURBON

 45    46

An easy-sipping, wheated 
bourbon with healthy doses of 
cinnamon and wood spice. 

NOSE: Honeycomb and 
vanilla are the overriding 
characteristics here, with light 
liquorice and delicate spice.

PALATE: Salivating. Rich 
mouthfeel, with buttery 

caramel and honeyed notes 
giving way to cinnamon 

and oak.

FINISH: Gently sweet 
and as long as you like.
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The spirit 
of 

revolution

The spirit
of 

revolution

As a spirits lover, Dr Brooke Magnanti – aka 
blogger Belle de Jour – discovers Scotland’s 
innovative gin makers are causing a stir by 
inspiring a radical rethink on Mother’s Ruin...

The good doctor 
prescribes a different 
gin for every mood.
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of every possible world. Not only the world-class 
whiskies – the rich drams on which a drinks and 
tourist industry are built – but also the young 
and vigorous gin makers here, whose creative use 
of local botanicals has inspired a movement of 
clever distillers and even cleverer drinkers. The 
ones who enjoy a gin, not simply to savour the 
alcohol buzz, but who also get a buzz from the 
complex taste.

Not only Scotland, but elsewhere in Britain, 
the gin revolution is growing louder. Last year, I 
stayed at Martin Miller’s house near Hay-on-Wye 
in Wales. It’s a chaotically-decorated B&B stuffed 
with antiques, oddities, and art, where Miller holds 
court over cocktail hour and a sumptuous dinner 
every night.  The gin he serves – his own, of course 
– is an exercise in perfect restraint, in impeccable 
sourcing and balancing of fl avour.

At home,  there is no one favourite gin 
– Pickering’s, The Botanist, Darnley’s View, 
Blackwoods and others jostle in our cupboard. 
Not to mention our own homemade spirit – an 
infusion of juniper, coriander and bay leaf that 
tastes more like an oude jenever or an old Tom-
style of gin, for contrast. Sometimes we serve it 
in the jenever style, with a lump of sugar. It feels 
as naughty as the spoonful fi lched from Pop-
pop’s sugar jar when I was a child. 

There is a gin for every mood. It’s a wisdom 
whisky drinkers have long appreciated, and one 
which people are fi nally starting to recognise as 
also true of gin. I like to take that fi rst sip on its 
own, unaltered by mixers, ice or water, to ground 
myself and to get a sense of its fl avour. Each gin 
has its own personality and needs. Not all cocktails 
are suitable for all gins. I use a set of pink and gold-
scrolled 1950s sherry glasses for sipping, ones left 
to me by an auntie from Huddersfi eld. She never 
knew my Italian grandfather, but they are the same 
kind of glasses Pop-pop would have used. 

Somewhere in all of us is the memory 
of being a little child running in a beloved 
grandfather’s garden. The juniper of gin is a solo 
instrument in a concert of fl avours  and speaks to 
my memory of sunny climates and the hot haze 
of a spiky, grassy garden by the sea. 

he scent of juniper. For me it will 
always be a reminder of my Italian 

grandfather’s house in west Florida 
and the garden he planted to remind 

himself of home. Like many of the 
optimists who have moved there over 

the years, he found the land unsuitable and 
the climate far too hot. But Pop-pop dug up 

the spiky scrubby grass and planted his dream 
garden anyway.

It wasn’t a success. The olive trees didn’t 
survive in the wet soil, the fi g had to be chopped 
down because it attracted too many aggressive 
birds.  But the juniper? It was sprawling and 
glorious, exotic to me, its branching scaly leaves 
spreading like lace. I would roll the dust-bloomed 
berries in my fi ngers and crush them. The aroma 
was unlike anything else that grew there: not 
fruity, not fl oral. Mysterious and intoxicating.

As I grew older, I sought a different kind of 
intoxication than the simple smell of berries. 
The literal kind, supplied by juniper-fl avoured 
spirit in gin fi zz and Martinis. At fi rst it’s simply 
about getting sideways – but then you discover, 
actually, that there is enormous complexity, even 
in those seemingly simple drinks.

Because gin is not just a one-trick pony. 
It contains multitudes. The more I sampled, 

the more I found to my delight that gin is 
so much more than an accompaniment to 
tonic (not that there’s anything wrong with 
that). It can be sipped as well as mixed, with 

a nod to its continental origins and the tiny 
glasses of jenever still produced according 
to medieval recipes in Amsterdam and 
Ghent. The character of gins there tell tales 

of long-ago mercantilism, of trades with 
foreign lands. Where I live now, many miles 
from Florida on the west coast of Scotland, 

gin has been enjoying a renaissance. 
Scotland’s gins tell a modern story, but 

an equally important one, of people 
reconnecting with the bounty 

offered by their own land.
To be a spirits lover living 

in Scotland is to have the best 
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WORTH A LOOK

ROCK ROSE
Dunnet Bay

This very northerly 
gin features an 

alluring botanical 
selection, including 
locally harvested 
Rhodiola Rosea 

and rowan berries.
rockrosegin.co.uk

PICKERING’S
Summerhall

Pickering’s Gin 
is distilled in 

Edinburgh using 
a recipe found on 
a piece of paper, 

written in 1947, and 
kept as a family 

secret.
pickeringsgin.com

THE BOTANIST
Bruichladdich
This artisanal 
gin augments 
the classic gin 
aromatics with 

22 local botanicals, 
hand-picked on 
the Hebridean 
island of Islay.

bruichladdich.com
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GORDON & MACPHAIL RETAIL SHOP
58-60 SOUTH STREET, ELGIN, MORAY, SCOTLAND IV30 1JX
T | + 44(0)1343 545110   E | retail@gordonandmacphail.com
WWW.GORDONANDMACPHAIL.COM

Over 1000 whiskies in store
Whisky vintages  from 1936
Bespoke tutored whisky tastings
Personalised labels

Gordon & MacPhail.indd   1 30/04/2015   11:17:34Aberdeen Whisky Shop.indd   1 30/04/2015   09:07:13

Curly Coo Bar
Stirling’s only Whisky Bar

• 5* Trip Advisor for 2013 & 2014 
• Drammie Award for 2013 & 2014 

• Over 130 Malt Whiskies

51 Barnton Street Stirling FK8 1HH
01786 447 191

www.curlycoobar.com 

Curly Coo Bar classified.indd   1 30/04/2015   11:07:15

Albannach Einnseanair Ltd

T: 07476 400 050
E: alba.einn@gmail.com

25 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE WHISKY TRADE

Industrial/Commercial Refrigeration Engineers
Service, Maintenances, Installation & Repair
Supply & install all Refrigeration Equipment

Albannach Einnseanair Ltd.indd   1 01/05/2015   14:58:34

BAR REFRIGERATION

RETAILER RETAILER

Loved 
   the magazine?

Keep up to date with all things 
whisky with our Facebook and 
Twitter pages. You can also visit 
caskandstillmagazine.co.uk

   the magazine?

cask and still
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Scotch whisky’s success in Asia has 
paved the way for our beers, as Chris 
Miller of the Craft Beer Clan found on 
his recent trip when consumers were 
also thirsty for Scottish craft beers... 

BARREL
Over a

hina. Zhongguo. The Middle 
Kingdom. Poised once more, after a 
200-year ‘blip’, to become the centre 
of the global economy. It is already 

the largest beer market in the world. In premium 
spirits, China is dominated by their own ‘baijiu’ – 
Chinese White Spirits – but for some years now, 
the country has been the focus for growth and 
opportunity for the major players in premium 
Cognac and Scotch whisky.  

Within this context, I set out last year with 
my fellow ‘Clansmen’ for my virgin China 
experience, with a portfolio of Scottish craft beers 
drawn from our partners Williams Bros of Alloa, 
Eden Brewery in St Andrews, Inveralmond from 
Perth, and Deeside Brewery.  Our destination was 
the ‘WhiskyL!’ festivals in Beijing and Shanghai, 
to engage with  trade and consumers to discover 
whether single malt  consumers would learn to 
love Scottish craft beer as we do.

China may be the world’s largest beer 
market, but is also the world’s blandest. The 
absence of hops in local production means  the 
fl avour profi le of Chinese beer is low European 
Bitterness Units (EBU) and light in fl avour. 
 Craft beers – which are growing fast from a tiny 
base in China – are dominated by Belgian and 
American brands.  So, what would the whisky 
consumer in China make of the burgeoning 
number of Scottish craft beers?

I arrived on a baking hot day in smoggy 

Beijing unprepared for what was to come.  We 
were blessed to be hosted on the stand by our 
distribution partner, Single Malt Club China. 
 Our stand was  mobbed from the outset by 
people of  all ages and, notably, both genders. 
We were very surprised by the trends that we 
found. Our assumption that offering lighter 
beers would be popular  was partly correct , but 
many asked for something  more challenging 
and wanted to know the stories.  What are the 
ingredients? Where is it from in Scotland? 

It was no surprise to us that the cask-fi nished 
offerings from Eden Brewery  were a big hit. So 
much so that we had to hide them from thirsty 
punters to preserve stocks. However, the real 
revelation was that styles of beer with unusual 
Scottish provenance were among the most 
popular of all – for example, Williams Bros’ beer 
Alba, which is made with Scots Pine.  Even more 
surprising was that it was female consumers who 
returned time and again to try more of these 
styles. This experience was repeated in Shanghai .

Scotch whisky has built a beach-head for 
Brand Scotland to expand into emerging markets 
in Asia, where our fantastic food and drinks 
have enormous cachet. As brewers, Beijing and 
Shanghai proved that this opportunity is huge if 
we can capture the imagination of the same types 
of consumers who enjoy single malt whisky.  And 
Scotland now has an arsenal of 80+ breweries to 
tackle the challenge.  The future’s bright.  

Beers with 
unusual 
Scottish 
provenance 
were among 
the most 
popular of all
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May might be Whisky 
Month, but there are 
whisky events galore  
to enjoy all year round 

CREATE:EAT:WHISKY
14-17 MAY
A whisky adventure at Gayfield Creative 
Spaces in Edinburgh. This year’s event will 
see whisky cocktails take centre stage.
www.jellyandgin.com

Botanics Late: The Hive and The Still
15 MAY
An adult-only event at the Edinburgh Royal 
Botanic Garden. Top chefs, scientists and 
producers explore the diversity of honey  
and whisky. All this with live music, silent  
disco and hands-on activities.
www.rbge.org.uk

World Whisky Day
16 MAY
A global celebration of whisky. The world 
whisky day website is packed with events 
taking place all over the world so that you  
can find out what’s going on near you. 
www.worldwhiskyday.com

Feis Ile – The Islay Festival of Malt  
and Music
22-30 MAY
Take a trip to the Southern Hebrides and 
experience traditional music, ceilidhs, Gaelic 
lessons, golf, bowling and, of course, whisky 
tastings and distillery open days.
www.islayfestival.com

Mhor Festival
23-24 MAY
Whisky sampling and food pairing along 
with foraging, music and plenty of family fun 
at Monachyle Mhor Hotel in Balquhidder.
www.mhor.net
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Whisky Stramash
23-24 MAY
Challenging traditional ideas of whisky 
drinking, with madcap boutique experiences 
and installations to entertain and educate 
visitors at Surgeon’s Hall in Edinburgh.
www.thewhiskystramash.com

Whisky An’ A’ That
6 JUNE
The Ayr Whisky Festival is organised by Robbie’s 
Drams and showcases a mix of exhibitors and 
distillers from all over the country.
www.robbieswhiskymerchants.com

Scottish Juniper Festival
12–14 JUNE
Celebrating World Gin Day at Summerhall in 
Edinburgh. An array of gins will be available, 
with plenty to sample and enjoy.
www.summerhall.co.uk/2014/scottish-
juniper-festival

Edinburgh Whisky Solstice
20 JUNE
The Scotch Malt Whisky Society and 
The Whisky Lounge present a summer 
celebration of all things whisky in 
Edinburgh’s Queen Street Gardens.
www.thewhiskylounge.com

Whisky Fringe
7-9 AUGUST
Royal Mile Whiskies’ celebration of our 
national drink, featuring 26 exhibitors 
and 200 whiskies to sample at Mansfield 
Traquair in Edinburgh.
www.royalmilewhiskies.com

BOWFEST 2015
12-13 SEPTEMBER
The Best of the West Festival is a great 
place to discover your favourite West Coast 
malt in the whisky and gin marquee at 
Inveraray Castle on the banks of Loch Fyne.
www.bowfest.co.uk

The Whisky Shop Dufftown Autumn 
Festival
24-28 SEPTEMBER
The chance to sample, hear and experience 
the best of Speyside in the autumn.
www.whiskyshopdufftown.com

Drambusters Whisky Festival
28 NOVEMBER
Whisky sampling and lots more at 
Easterbrook Hall, The Crichton, Dumfries. 
There will also be rums, gins and liqueurs, 
shops and a golden dram competition.
www.drambusters.com
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Pictured: Camilo enjoying a dram on the beach.

I was born in Bogota, Colombia where I still live. I’ve also lived in the US 
and France, where I did a Master’s degree and worked for Christian Dior.

Colombia is a beautiful country. People are always smiling and happy, 
while there’s music and dance in every corner. Right now there’s a 
consensus here to forgive a terrible past and focus on building a better 
country. Economics and society have already improved a great deal, so 
there are huge opportunities for businesses and experiences. 

I’ve never been to Scotland, although I may go this year. I’ve always been 
impressed by how such a small country has the character to create global 

impact through its products and traditions such as whisky and golf.

I am a co-founder of The Whisky Club and I am 
actively involved in many whisky events 

and experiences in Colombia. 

Whisky is very popular in Colombia, but 95% of 
the market is taken by blended. At The Whisky 
Club we source the best whiskies and share 
knowledge and ideas, allowing our customers 
to understand the whisky and build their own 
opinions. We want to show Latin Americans the 
universe of tastes offered by single malts. 

Whisky is not only a drink, it is the expression 
of a culture. In whisky you have all the resources 
of Scotland – the water, minerals, land and much 
more. With all this in a glass, how can you not be 
fascinated? It is a beautiful miracle.

I was very young the first time I tasted whisky. 
My father was enjoying a dram with some of his 
friends. I was intrigued by the drink that made 
people get together, and loved how they had 
different opinions about the same bottle. When 
my father was not looking I took a short sip and 
have enjoyed it from that day. 

We will soon be part of the country’s top luxury 
hotel, located in Cartagena. This will provide us 
with a wider range of resources to help people 
understand whisky better and enjoy sharing it. 

My favourite whisky is the always the next one! 
There are more than 300 expressions so I still 
have many to try. Each time I try a new one 
I understand whisky better, which is probably 
part of the process of getting to know my palate.   

Camilo Sarmiento, co-founder and general 
manager of The Whisky Club in Bogotá
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